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• EU JRC Institute for Transuranium Elements, Karlsruhe,
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The right to utilise information originating from the research work of the Halden Project is limited to
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As the operation of nuclear power plants (NPPs) becomes increasing knowledge-based (e.g., see [1]),
the notion of Situation Awareness (SA), along with situation assessment, becomes increasingly useful
for describing and discussing operator work [2]. However, the application of SA in nuclear process
control faces two fundamental challenges. First, SA is poorly defined or, at least, suffers from the lack
of a unanimous definition or model as the ambitious scope of the notion aims to cover a vast variety of
cognitive work across multiple domains. Second, compounding the lack of consensus about the
notion, there is little SA research specific to nuclear process control (or process control in general),
especially by comparison to other domains such as aviation [3]. Consequently, the nuclear domain
cannot fully capitalize on the SA notion. The OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) is addressing the
challenges in the application of SA by developing domain-specific characterizations and measures. [4]
conceptualizes SA in nuclear process control as consisting of three components – Process Overview,
Scenario
Understanding,
and
Metacognitive
Accuracy.
These
components
reflect
awareness/knowledge acquired through monitoring, diagnosis and self-assessment activities,
respectively. [4] further presents measures corresponding to the three SA components. HRP
continues to advance SA research in nuclear process control with further development of Process
Overview. [5] develops Process Overview by extending the descriptions of the interactions between
domain characteristics and monitoring behaviours, and assesses the Process Overview Measure by
conducting three empirical studies.
Improving the Process Overview Measure could lead to more accurate and reliable indicator of
monitoring performance that would yield better evaluation of control room designs to support
operators. This report continues the development of the Process Overview Measure. Specifically, it
documents an empirical study evaluating two methodological modifications to the Process Overview
Measure as guided by the empirical findings in [5]. The report begins with a review of the Process
Overview Measure followed by the experimental method, analysis and results, and discussion of the
empirical findings.

2.

THE PROCESS OVERVIEW MEASURE

The Process Overview Measure is a domain-specific SA measure that aims to assess operator
knowledge/awareness acquired through monitoring. It is developed in accordance with Process
Overview – a domain-specific characterization of SA and adapts the Situation Awareness Control
Room Inventory (SACRI) [6, 7] and Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) [8,
9]. This chapter describes the Process Overview Measure, reviews the current research on the
measure, and identifies corollary issues that ultimately lead to the empirical study presented in the
subsequent chapters. (Refer to [5] for the full formulation of the Process Overview concept and
measure.)

2.1

Description

The Process Overview Measure operationalizes Process Overview as the accurate detection of
meaningful changes in relevant process parameters. Process parameters are relevant when they
effectively represent the operating contexts (e.g., shutdown) and reveal potential process anomalies.
Parameter changes are meaningful when they represent the systematic trends as opposed to
(uninformative) fluctuations.
The Process Overview Measure involves three phases: preparation, data collection and scoring.
During the preparation phase of full-scope simulator experiment or evaluation session, process
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experts are instructed to perform three inter-connected tasks – development/review of scenarios,
selection of relevant parameters, and identification of simulator-freeze points for query administration.
These tasks are described in the following paragraphs.
Process experts are typically responsible for developing test scenarios with the characteristics that are
useful for the purpose of the study (see [10] for a discussion.) For instance, to evaluate an alarm
system for monitoring, the test scenarios must contain process events or faults leading to alarms. The
Process Overview Measure does not prescribe any guidance for developing scenarios because the
dominant consideration should be the purpose of the empirical study. However, the Process Overview
Measure does rely on process experts to develop representative test cases that are relevant to
experimental topics and sufficiently challenging to operators.
After the development of the scenarios, process experts select process parameters according to the
scenario characteristics. Relying on their knowledge in developing the scenarios, process experts
should select a set of relevant process parameters that represents the operating context and process
events (including faults) in the scenario. In other words, the operators/participants successfully
completing the scenarios are expected to know the behaviours of these parameters while monitoring
the process. The awareness of these parameter behaviours is elicited through administrations of
queries in the form as specified in Figure 1. For empirical studies where process experts do not
develop test scenarios but still implement the Process Overview Measure, they must review the
scenarios carefully.

Process Overview Query Structure:
Recently, the parameter [code] has:
Process Overview Response Alternatives:
Increased/Stayed the same/Decreased
Figure 1: Query and response format of the Process Overview Measure.

Relevant parameters can typically be classified as (i) context-sensitive or (ii) fault-sensitive according
to Process Overview [5]. Context-sensitive parameters reflect the overall plant states based on the
operating contexts given to the operators at the beginning of the scenarios. For instance, during startup at a certain power level, operators often sample a set of key parameters periodically to determine
the general progress. The cuing effects for context-sensitive queries should be negligible as these
parameters are emphasized during their professional training and work practice. Fault-sensitive
parameters reveal the process faults introduced by the scenarios. Therefore, fault-sensitive
parameters require close observation. Hence, operators may not sample these fault-dependent
parameters during normal operations. Thus, fault-sensitive queries may be subject to cuing effects,
prompting consideration of the method by which these queries are introduced (see below). Note that
the two classes of parameters could overlap.
Process experts also select timing of simulator freezes in the scenarios to administer queries about
the relevant parameters. The timing of these freezes (i.e., administration of the queries) should be
determined according to selection of process parameters and scenario characteristics. Some contextsensitive parameters become relevant or irrelevant as the scenarios progress. Context-sensitive
queries that are relevant for the entire scenarios may be administered at random times. Fault-sensitive
queries often require strategic timing of freezes because the queries need to coincide with the
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1

introduction of the faults without resulting in cuing effects . Two general methods are available to
counteract cuing effects of administering fault-sensitive queries. The first method relies on the
strategic timing of alarms that occur immediately after the freeze to nullify cuing across participants.
The second method relies on administering the queries at the end of the scenarios when the cues
from the queries cannot influence operator performance. Either or both method may be employed in
any implementation of the Process Overview Measure.
The three tasks performed by process experts in preparation for an experiment - scenario
development/review, parameter selection, and freeze identification – are inter-connected and not
necessary sequential. For instance, the scenarios may be re-designed to provide effective strategic
timing of freezes that can nullify cuing effects. Flexibility across those three tasks should be leveraged
to optimise the quality of the SA measurements with respect to the purpose of the empirical studies.
During data collection (i.e., while operators/participants are running the test scenarios), the simulator
should freeze according to the timings specified by the process experts during data preparation phase.
During simulator freezes, the participants answer the corresponding set of queries without any access
to process displays. From here onwards, the participant answers are labelled as “responses”. At the
same time, the process experts supporting the data collection answer the queries with access to all
the process displays. From here onwards, the process expert answers are labelled as “reference
keys”. In addition to collecting the responses and reference keys to the queries, the simulator should
log the parameters throughout the scenario for potential verification needs after the experiment.
After the data collection, final scores are the proportion correct (or matches) between the responses
and reference keys (collected from the participants and process experts, respectively). These scores
may then be analyzed statistically.

2.2

Current research and corollary issues

2.2.1

Empirical Findings on the Process Overview Measure
2

Current research indicates that the Process Overview Measure is sensitive to experimental
manipulations [5]. In a Haden Man-Machine LABoratory (HAMMLAB) experiment, Process Overview
Measure illustrates the relative advantage between three display types for monitoring NPPs under
different operating situations. In another full-scope simulator experiment intended to explore futuristic
operational concepts [5], the Process Overview Measure illustrated the impact of transparent
automation displays with respect to different staffing configurations on operator monitoring
performance. Both experiments also produced other empirical results that corroborated with the
Process Overview findings. In summary, the Process Overview Measure revealed the impact of new
operational concepts or technology on monitoring performance.
Besides sensitivity, the Process Overview Measure demonstrated acceptable inter-rater reliability
between process experts. In an empirical study comparing the references keys between three process
experts [5], the Process Overview Measure exhibited "fair" to "substantial" agreement (i.e., Kappa
between 0.4-0.6), which is reasonable for judgment tasks involving complex information processing
(e.g., medical diagnosis as suggested by [11]) as in monitoring NPPs. Note that slightly higher
agreement (i.e., Kappa between 0.7-0.8) would be desirable. Two sources of ambiguity are discovered
1

Cueing effect refers to a shift in participant attention (consciously or unconsciously) due to the appearances or
presence of some environmental stimuli. Typically, this effect is unintended in the experiments.
2
For the purpose of this report, the literature review only focuses on research specific to the Process Overview
Measure. General discussion on SA measurement is widely available in the literature (e.g., [26-28]). The literature
also contains some discussion on SACRI [6, 7] and SAGAT [8, 9] that inspired the development of the Process
Overview Measure.
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from discussion with operators and process experts (who provided the responses and reference keys
in the empirical studies) during the debriefing sessions. First, the term "Recently" in the Process
Overview queries is deemed ambiguous as operators can think of multiple events during the scenario
that can be considered important for defining the relevant time period to judge parameter changes.
Second, some parameters fluctuate up and down during the scenarios, which are not interpreted as
strictly increasing, staying the same or decreasing. These comments prompt a search for
methodological improvements in the Process Overview Measure.
2.2.2

Methodological Development

The qualitative and quantitative results from the empirical studies [5] direct research focus towards
specifying (i) a clear time reference in the queries, and (ii) comprehensive categories of parameter
behaviours in the response set.
To provide a clear time reference in the queries, a potential solution is to specify the starting point of a
critical scenario event as the starting time for determining parameter changes as opposed to leaving
the judgment (of time) entirely to the operators. Specifying scenario events is more consistent than a
time (i.e., number of minutes) with Process Overview [4, 5], which indicates that process operators
think in action time, than specifying absolute/clock time in the query [12].
To capture all relevant categories of parameter behaviours, the response set used in [4, 13, 14]
requires augmenting with a “fluctuation” option. While the current response set may be conceptually
complete from the perspective that any parameter changes must fit into one of the three options (i.e.,
decreased, stayed the same, and increased), process operators may think in more categories of
parameter behaviours that offer additional operational utilities in practice. That is, a parameter may
fluctuate abnormally around a value signalling process anomalies. In such cases, even if all operators
and process experts know that a parameter is fluctuating, they must select another option given the
current Process Overview response set. Some may consider the parameter unchanged while others
may judge the parameter to have increased or decreased depending on the exact parameter value at
the time of the simulator freeze.

2.3

Objective of the this study

To assess the merits of specifying scenario events for time references and adding fluctuations to the
response set, we conducted a controlled experiment to compare the inter-rater agreements between
four different variants of the Process Overview Measure.

3.

METHOD

3.1

Experimental Design

Each participant performed 56 trials, comprised of fourteen different cases assigned to four treatment
combinations (14x4). In total, the data set contained 168 trials from three raters (56x3). The three
raters also yielded three combinations of rater-pairs (i.e., Rater A & B, A & C, and B & C) for
calculating agreement between any two experts (also see section 4.1).
A 3x2x2 split-plot factorial (SPF) design was employed with a between-subject factor of rater-pairs
(AB, AC, and BC), and within-subject factors of time window (Recently/Undefined and Eventbased/Predefined) and response alternative (3AFC and 4AFC).
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The treatments were completely crossed and counterbalanced by randomizing presentation order of
cases and treatments with two restrictions. The first restriction was that each treatment combination
occurred only once for each case. The second restriction was that the fourteen different cases were
randomly selected without replacement until all cases were selected.

3.2

Participants

The participants were three male process experts. Besides accessibility, one principal selection criteria
was their familiarity with two previous empirical studies that investigated the Process Overview
Measure. As mentioned in Procedure and experimental task (section 3.4), one experiment employing
the HAMBO full-scope simulator provided the source data generating the parameter trends. The
scenario trials in which participants operated the HAMBO simulator provided the corresponding
operating contexts of those parameter behaviours in this study. The second empirical study
investigated the inter-rater reliability of the Process Overview Measure that also relied on the fullscope simulator study for its source data. All three process experts participated in the two earlier
studies (i.e., Study 2 and 3 in [5]), providing them with the exposure to the simulator, the Process
Overview Measure, and scenarios in full-scope simulator experiment. The exposure to the two related
studies should prepare these process experts (better than others) to mentally simulate the parameter
behaviours with respect to the operating contexts (i.e., scenario descriptions and operator actions
given on papers) when they could not observe the development of the nuclear process in real time
(i.e., during the full scope experiment). However, the selective recruitment process would mean that
“rater” is a fixed as opposed to a random factor (i.e., participant is typically a random factor in both fullscope simulator and inter-reliability studies), limiting the generalization of the results on this particular
3
factor .
The relevant characteristics of each process expert are summarized below:
Rater A was a process expert employed at the HRP (for two years). He worked as a control room
operator in multiple nuclear plants for fifteen years and participated as a process expert to develop of
the HAMBO simulator in late 1990’s. For the experiment where the source data for the graphs was
drawn in this study, he designed all of the scenarios and advised other HRP scientists on the
processes and operations of the physical and simulator plant. He also identified all of the process
parameters for the Process Overview queries. During data collection, Rater A played the role of field
operator and electrician as required by the scenarios and participant interventions. He was also the
designated process expert for completing questionnaires related to participant performance.
Rater B is a recently retired (for around one year) shift supervisor at the nuclear that the HAMBO
simulator replicates. He worked as a control room shift supervisor for 32 years and participated in
about ten HRP studies prior to this study. He was a participant for the pilot trials of the experiment of
the source data, providing additional exposure to the experiment. Furthermore, Rater B acted as the
second expert rater (in addition to Rater A) for investigating inter-rater reliability of the Process
Overview Measure during the data collection of the full-scope simulator experiment.
Rater C was a process expert employed at the HRP for eleven years. He worked as a control room
operator in multiple nuclear plants for fifteen years and participated as a process expert in the
development of the HAMBO simulator. Prior to this study, he had similar responsibility for numerous
HAMMLAB simulator studies. For the experiment where the source data for the graphs was drawn in
3

There is no practical solution to the trade off between selective recruitment and generalizablity. Randomly
recruited process experts would hinder the validity of the test due to lack of knowledge on the experiment to judge
parameter changes. On the other hand, selectively recruited process experts impose some limits on
generalization of the statistical results.
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this study, he developed the scripts that automatically start-up the simulator plant, implemented the
scenarios, co-designed the transparent automation interface and advised other HRP scientists on the
processes and operations of the physical and simulator plant. During data collection, he was the
designated technical support person for simulator operations. For the earlier inter-rater reliability study,
Rater C answered the Process Overview queries after the full-scope simulator experiment (in a set up
similar to the treatment combination of Recently/Undefined and 3AFC treatment combination of this
study). He responded to queries based on descriptions of scenarios and operator actions as well as
parameter trends.

3.3

Experimental manipulations

This experiment included two experimental manipulations – time windows and response alternatives of
the Process Overview Measure queries.
3.3.1

Time windows of Process Overview Measure queries

Time window refers to how Process Overview Measure queries frame the time periods for the
operators to judge the behaviours of process parameters. This experiment included two types of time
windows – (i) Recently/Undefined, and (ii) Event-based/Predefined.
The Recently/Undefined time window (a method employed prior to this study [5]) relied on operators to
decide on the time period by using the term “Recently” for judging parameter behaviours (see Figure
1). The operators were instructed to define the start time of the period at the last meaningful plant
state and the end time at the simulator freeze for the particular parameter/query.
The Event-based/Predefined time window relied on process experts to predefine the time period by
specifying events in the scenarios (during scenario development) for judging parameter behaviours.
The query defined the start time at the occurrence of a specific event in the scenario and end time at
the simulator freeze to be the period for judging parameter behaviours (see Figure 2).

Since event X (e.g., telephone call from field operators) until now, parameter [code] (e.g., condenser
pressure) has:

Figure 2: Process Overview query structure with the Event-based/Predefined time window.

3.3.2

Response alternatives of Process Overview queries

The response alternative refers to the categories of parameter behaviours presented to the operators
for answering the Process Overview queries. This experiment included two sets of response
alternatives – (i) 3 alternative-forced choice (3AFC) and (ii) 4 alternative-forced choice (4AFC).
The 3AFC response set (a method employed prior to this study) included three categories of
parameter behaviours: (i) increased, (ii) stayed the same, and (iii) decreased. The 4AFC response set
included four categories: (i) increased, (ii) stayed the same, (iii) fluctuated around the same point, and
(iv) decreased.
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3.4

Procedure and experimental task

The data collection involved three stages: (i) a 0.5-hour session of introduction and instruction, (ii)
eight 1.25-hour sessions of experimental task, and (iii) a 0.5-hour debriefing session.
3.4.1

Introduction and instruction

During the introduction and instruction session, the experimenter verbally described the intent,
environment and schedule of the data collection for the study. The instruction of the experimental
tasks was delivered in both verbal and written form (Appendix A). The participants were instructed to
answer Process Overview queries by inspecting trend graphs generated from logs of a prior full-scope
simulator study [5, 13, 14] and considering contexts in which the parameter trends were being
developed.
The participants were informed that fourteen cases (i.e., the contexts) were drawn from the prior fullscope simulator study (in which they had participated as process experts). The full-scope simulator
experiment collected data from nine NPP crews operating under eight different scenarios (see [13, 14]
for descriptions). Eight and six scenarios performed by the second last and the last crews,
respectively, made up the fourteen cases in this study. These fourteen cases were selected because
comparisons could be made with the dataset collected from a prior reliability study [5] on the Process
Overview Measure, which relied on the last two crews of the full-scope simulator study.
Because participants were not situated in the context as the parameters changed (i.e., real time during
the full-scope simulator experiment), the instruction explicitly prompted them to consider contextual
information as well as scales of the axes when answering Process Overview queries. The Process
Overview queries were selected by process experts based on scenario analyses to reflect the
expected knowledge from monitoring the nuclear process in those specific scenarios. The explicit
reminder was aimed to encourage participants to rely on their expertise in the nuclear process and
knowledge of the full-scope experiment that would direct monitoring behaviours during the actual
scenario trials. The contextual information was provided on paper through scenario descriptions, task
performance scores and brief descriptions of the operator actions with respect to the fourteen cases.
The experimenter also informed the participant that they could request the trend graphs to be
generated on different scales that deemed appropriate for the parameters in the corresponding
contexts. When they were uncertain about the exact sensor of the parameter code, the participant
could request access to the simulator in “freeze” mode to identify the sensors pertaining to the specific
parameter codes.
After reviewing the instruction, the participants were asked to answer four practice queries
corresponding to the four different experimental conditions as described in the section on
Experimental task below. Before the data collection sessions began, the participants were asked
whether any clarification was necessary.
3.4.2

Experimental task

Data from each participant were collected over eight sessions. Each session took approximately one
and a quarter hour, separated by breaks of at least fifteen minutes to avoid fatigue. Each session
contained seven cases/trials, each of which contained fourteen to eighteen Process Overview
4
queries .

4

The number of Process Overview queries varies across cases/trials due to characteristics of the scenarios for
those cases.
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For the treatment of the time window with the level of Recently/Undefined, the participants were
required to (i) read the query, (ii) review the graph, (iii) explicitly define the time window by shading in
a portion of the graph (with a mouse extending a rectangle; Figure 3), and (iv) select one of the
response alternatives with a mouse).

Self-defined time windows
Figure 3: Defining time windows for the Recently/Undefined time window condition.

For the treatment of the time window with the level of Event-based/Predefined, the participants were
required to (i) read the query, (ii) review the graph (Figure 4), and (iii) select one of the response
alternatives with a mouse. This treatment level did not require operators to shade in any time period
for judgment.

Predefined Scenario
Event
(e.g., Turbine Regulator
System (597AA5_3)
b
li )

Simulator freeze/
End of scenario

Figure 4: Graph for the Event-based/Predefined time window condition.

For the treatment of response alternative, the 3AFC differed from the 4AFC only in that the response
alternative of “fluctuating around the same point” was available for the 4AFC but not the 3 AFC
conditions. The two treatments (i.e., experimental manipulations) consisted of two levels each,
resulting in four different combinations of experimental manipulations.
Well-defined criteria applicable to all Process Overview queries did not exist for identifying time
windows and selecting response alternatives. The participants were explicitly instructed to select a
response to a query that would be most meaningful for classifying the parameter behaviour given the
specific operating context (i.e., the case). For instance, the response alternative of “fluctuating around
the same point” should only be selected if knowledge of the fluctuation offered value to control room
operators in operating the NPPs. Small fluctuations with no operational significance should be
considered noise and therefore classified as “stay the same”.
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3.4.3

Debriefing

After all eight sessions, the data collection ended with a debriefing session to discuss the experimental
manipulations in a semi-structured interview format (Appendix B). The debriefing permitted the
participants to express their preference and potential improvements to the Process Overview
Measure.

3.5

Experimental environment

The data was collected in a large office with two computers, two 30” LCD displays and two 22” LCD
displays. One computer was used to present the graphs in PowerPoint files on one connected 30”
displays and to collect responses of the participants through the Halden Questionnaire Systems [15]
with the other connected to a 30” display. The 22” LCD displays were inactive during the experiments.
The second computer was running the HAMBO simulator in “freeze” mode in the background. It was
accessible by changing the input signal on one of the 30” LCD displays. The second computer was
available in case the participants needed help in recalling the parameter codes with respect to the
sensors. (None of participants asked to use the simulator for recalling parameters.) In addition, the
participants were provided with all the scenario descriptions and task performance scores with brief
descriptions of the operator actions on papers corresponding to the fourteen cases.

3.6

Hypothesis

The two proposed modifications to the Process Overview Measure were expected to improve
consistency between raters. First, specifying a scenario event, at which considerations of the
parameter behaviours should start, could reduce the ambiguities in comparison to the term “recently”.
Second, the 4AFC response set could provide a qualitatively distinct option suitable to the behaviours
of some parameters thereby increasing agreement between raters over the 3AFC response set (when
marginal distribution/chance agreement is factored in).
In addition to hypotheses related to the modifications, the level of agreement between raters could
vary based on empirical the findings of an earlier reliability study [5].

4.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1

Statistical testing

The data analysis involved a two-step statistical procedure (i) calculating Cohen’s Kappa, κ (see [16,
5
17] and Appendix C for a brief review), between raters/participants for each trial , and (ii) performing
significance testing of differences between κ scores between rater pairs using ANOVA and nonparametric tests. (Note that the κ statistics account for the reduced chance agreement with the
increased number of response options.)
The two-step analysis procedure should yield the most accurate results of the collected data. The first
step of calculating κ resulted in statistics of agreement between two raters that accounted for the
marginal distribution (i.e., chance agreements and number of response options). As mentioned, three
The adopted aggregation procedure, calculating κ between raters per trial, is not ideal as calculating κ between
raters per experimental condition most likely produces the best estimates. Furthermore, ANOVA is not the typical
significant testing method for κ’s (see Appendix C). However, aggregation over experimental conditions (as
opposed to trials) limits analysis to graphical inspection and pair-wise comparisons, failing to provide omnibus
tests of the full experimental design. Appendix D documents the analysis of κ’s based on data aggregation per
experimental condition relying on graphical inspection and pair-wise comparisons.
5
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participants led to three rater-pairs and thus three set of κ’s (i.e., Rater A & B, A & C, and B & C). The
total number of κ’s was 168 (3 rater-pairs x 2 levels of time-windows x 2 levels of response alternative
x 14 cases). The second step applied ANOVA on κ’s to perform significance testing on the full
experimental design.
Two Process Overview queries were omitted from data analysis (one in the Recently and 3AFC, and
another in the Recently and 4AFC experimental conditions) because of an error with the two graphs.
As a result, both 3AFC and 4 AFC in the Recently time window condition contained 225 data points as
opposed to 226 data points in the Event-based time window condition.
The κ's were analyzed with ANOVA using Type III/Unique sums of squares with a between-subject
factor of rater-pairs (AB, AC, and BC), and within-subject factors of time window (Recently/Undefined
and Event-based/Predefined) and response alternative (3AFC and 4AFC).
The multivariate normality assumption was not satisfied. Two of the twelve distributions were not
normally distributed. Specifically, the distribution of κ between Rater A and B in the condition of Eventbased time window and 4AFC response alternative was negatively skewed; whereas, the distribution
of κ between Rater B and C in the condition of Recently time window and 3AFC response alternative
was positively skewed. Though generally robust to violations of the normality assumption, ANOVA
results would not be particularly robust to distributions heterogeneous in form [18]. Levene’s test
indicated homogeneity of variance, but there was a slight positive correlation between means and
standard deviations for the between factors of rater-pairs that could threaten the robustness of the
ANOVA results [19]. The sphericity assumption was inherently satisfied as all within-subject
treatments only consisted of two levels. From the perspective of the entire data set, the
aforementioned characteristics of the raw data were not “gross” violations of ANOVA assumptions.
Therefore, the ANOVA results on κ statistics are presented. To be cautious, non-parametric tests [2022] were employed to verify the subset of the experimental design only containing the significant
ANOVA results.
The ANOVA on κ (Table 1) revealed: (a) between-subject main effect of rater-pairs (F(2,39)=7.85,
2
p=0.00, η =.29, Figure 5); (b) within-subject main effect of time window (F(1,39)=26.29, p=0.00,
2
η =.40, Figure 6); (c) within-subject main effect of response alternative (F(1,39)=12.04, p=0.00,
2
η =.25, Figure 8); and (d) interaction effect of rater-pairs and time window (F(2,39)=3.23, p=0.05,
2
η =.14, Figure 7).
Table 1: ANOVA of Kappa

Fixed, Between Effect
Rater-pair
Error
Fixed, Within Effects
Time Window
Time Window*Rater-pair
Error
Response Alternative
Response Alternative*Rater-pair
Error
Time*Window*Response Alternative
Time*Window*Response Alternative*
Rater-pair
Error

SS

Df

MS

F

p

η

1.4823
3.6841

2
39

0.7412
0.0945

7.8459

0.00

0.29

0.8714
0.2140
1.2926
0.2714
0.0853
0.8121
0.0101
0.0301

1
2
39
1
2
39
1
2

0.8714
0.1070
0.0331
0.2714
0.0426
0.0208
0.0101
0.0151

26.2923
3.2280

0.00
0.05

0.40
0.14

13.0350
2.0479

0.00
0.14

0.25
0.10

0.3821
0.5690

0.54
0.57

0.01
0.03

1.0321

39

0.0265

2

A series of four non-parametric tests, following the Holm’s adjustment procedure of family-wise error
rate [20], was performed to verify the significant ANOVA effects. The series of non-parametric tests
confirmed all significant ANOVA effects:
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• a non-parametric, Kruskal-Wallis One-way ANOVA for the main (between-subject) effect of raterpair (H(2, N=168)=27.86, p=.00);
• a non-parametric, Wilcoxon Matched Pairs test for the main (within-subject) effect of time window
6
(Z=4.93, N=84, p=.00, ES=.54) ;
• a non-parametric, Kruskal-Wallis One-way ANOVA of rater-pair on the difference scores between
7
Recently and Event-based conditions for the interaction effect of rater-pair and time window (H(2,
N=84)=7.74, p=.02); and
• a non-parametric, Wilcoxon Matched Pairs test) for the main (within-subject) effect of response
alternative (Z=3.08, N=84, p=.00, ES=.34).

Figure 5: Rater-pair effect on Kappa.

Figure 5 illustrates that raters could bring unique influence in judging parameter changes as
discovered in a prior reliability study on the Process Overview Measure [5]. In the prior study, the
agreement was highest between raters most involved in the preparation of full-scope simulator study
from where the source data was drawn (i.e., Rater A and C). In contrast, the highest agreement in this
study was between Rater A and Rater B, who was less exposed to the full-scope simulator experiment
than Rater A and C. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction effect between rater-pair and time windows that
more precisely describes the influence of raters.

6

ES denotes effect size for the Wilcoxon Matched Pairs test [22].
As a non-parametric procedure was not available to test interaction effects, the difference scores between
Recently and Event-based conditions were calculated, followed by a non-parametric test on rater-pair based on
the difference scores. This method of verifying interaction effects is not a standard non-parametric statistical
procedure found in the literature. The authors adapt some common statistical techniques to verify the ANOVA
effects. This adapted procedure only works for two-way interaction effects in which one of the treatments only has
two levels.

7
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Time Windows

Mean

Std Dev.

95% Lower Bound CI

95% Upper Bound CI

Recently/Undefined

0.376

0.027

0.321

0.432

Event-based/ Predefined

0.520
0.028
0.464
Figure 6: Time window effect on Kappa.

Rater-pairs

Time Windows

Mean

Std Dev.

0.576

95% Lower Bound CI

95% Upper Bound CI

AB

Recently/Undefined

0.446

0.048

0.350

0.543

AB

Event-based/ Predefined

0.681

0.048

0.585

0.778

AC

Recently/Undefined

0.416

0.048

0.320

0.512

AC

Event-based/ Predefined

0.477

0.048

0.380

0.574

BC

Recently/Undefined

0.266

0.048

0.169

0.362

BC

Event-based/ Predefined
0.402
0.048
0.305
Figure 7: Rater-pair and time window effect on Kappa.

0.499

Figure 6 illustrates that Recently time windows produced inferior agreement between raters compared
to the Event-based ones. Figure 7 further illustrates that all pairs of raters appear to benefit with the
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Event-based time windows but to varying degrees. The means of the rater-pairs in the Recently
condition resembled the condition of the prior reliability study more than the Event-based condition.
Furthermore, the agreement between pairs of raters in the Recently condition also more closely
resembled the results of the earlier reliability study than suggested by the main effect of rater-pairs.
Specifically, the difference in agreement between Raters A and B compared to Raters A and C was
negligible while the agreement between Rater B and C was still the lowest. With respect to the
experimental manipulation, Figure 5-Figure 7 illustrates that Event-based time windows could improve
agreement between raters as stated in the hypothesis.

Response Alternative

Mean

Std Dev.

95% Lower Bound CI

95% Upper Bound CI

3AFC

0.488

0.026

0.435

0.541

0.408

0.026

0.355

0.461

4AFC

Figure 8: Response alternative effect on Kappa.

Figure 8 illustrates that 3AFC response alternatives produce superior agreement compared to the
4AFC ones in contradiction with the hypothesis.

4.2

Exploratory data analysis, observations and debriefing

The data collected in this study affords additional exploratory data analyses and some conjectural
results. The exploratory analyses here involve substantial judgment of the analyst or investigate topics
without sufficient experimental control. Although these results must be interpreted with caution, they
shed light on the properties of the Process Overview Measure and may guide future research
directions.
4.2.1

Judgment in Recently/Undefined time window

For the Recently/Undefined time windows, the participants were required to highlight the area of the
trend graphs that defined their windows for judging parameter changes. The analyst coded these data
in two ways: (i) the agreement of time windows between raters (i.e., process experts) on a binary
scale, and (ii) the starting point of the self-defined time window at 0.5-minute precision. The
quantification of these time windows inherently included some subjectivity of the analyst but allowed
for a detailed investigation into the Recently/Undefined time window treatment level. Specifically, these
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two analyses offer a coarse comparison between inter- and intra-rater consistency in defining
Recently/Undefined time windows.
The agreement of the time windows between raters permitted an estimate of inter-rater agreement on
defining “Recently”. The proportion agreement on the time windows in the Recently condition between
raters (Table 2) was rather low, confirming the findings from the statistical testing above. Note that
variation between the starting times as defined by different raters should not strictly be interpreted as
a continuous scale. For instance, a three-minute difference in start time between two raters may have
the same interpretation as a ten-minute difference because both cases suggest that the raters employ
different criteria. For this reason, agreement of the time windows between raters as judged by
experimenter could be more valid than correlation statistics of time window data quantified at 0.5minute precision.
Table 2: Proportion agreement on defining time windows in the Recently treatment level.

Rater-pair

Proportion agreement on Recently time-windows

AB

.24

AC

.45

BC

.12

The start times of the windows as defined by the raters permitted another estimate of inter-rater
agreement on defining “Recently”. Because time data is on a continuous scale, the intra-class
correlations (ICC) statistics [23] are calculated as an estimate of inter-rater agreement on “recently”
8
amongst all three raters. The ICC statistics (ICC(2,1)=.10, ICC(3,1)=.24) are very low, confirming the
low agreement between raters in defining “Recently” in the Process Overview queries.
The start times of the windows also permitted estimates of the internal consistency of the raters
between the 3AFC and 4AFC response alternative in the Recently/Undefined time window condition.
9
For a continuous scale of time data, ICCs are calculated as estimates of internal consistency .
ICC(3,1) for Rater A, B, and C are .51, .41, and .56, respectively. The correlations indicate low to
moderate internal consistency within raters in defining “Recently”.
As mentioned, variation in the starting times should not strictly be interpreted as a continuous scale.
To study internal consistency of the raters further, the distribution of the differences between the selfdefined time windows across the 3AFC and 4AFC conditions are examined under four categories. The
first category was the differences of 0 to 0.5 minute, indicating that the rater defined nearly identical
time windows for the same two instances of the Process Overview queries. The second category was
differences of greater than 0.5 up to 1.5 minutes, indicating that the rater defined practically the same
windows with slight differences most likely due to noise. The third category was differences of greater
than 1.5 up to 2.5 minutes, indicating that the rater might have defined the same or different time
windows (i.e., equivocal or grey areas). The last category was difference of greater than 2.5 minutes,
indicating that the raters had defined different time windows. Based on Table 3, the raters appeared to
be consistent approximately 70% of the time in defining time windows for the same two instances of
the Process Overview queries. Table 3 suggests slightly higher internal consistency within raters than
the ICCs on defining “recently”. Internal consistency of approximately 70% agreement may be
considered adequate for defining “recently”.

8

ICC(2,1) treats raters as a random factor; whereas, ICC(3,1) treats raters as a fixed factor. In other words,
ICC(2,1) is an estimate of reliability independent of the participants/raters recruited for the experiment; whereas
ICC(3,1) is an estimate of reliability the specific raters in this data set.
9
ICC(2,1) is not presented as the internal consistency estimate is only applicable for the particular judge.
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Table 3: Intra-rater difference in starting times of the time windows for the same queries (between 3AFC and 4AFC
response alternative in Recently time window conditions).

Rater A

Rater B

Rater C

Difference between start time of the selfdefined time windows between 3AFC and
4AFC conditions (∆ min)

Freq

Cumulative
%

Freq

Cumulative
%

Freq

Cumulative
%

0-0.5 (no difference)

111

49.33

96

42.67

87

38.67

1-1.5 (slight differences that were likely due to
noise)

46

69.78

61

69.78

65

67.56

1.5-2.5 (differences that might be due to
noise)

14

76.00

30

83.11

19

76.00

>2.5 (significant differences that were unlikely
due to noise)

54

38

Total number of queries

54
225

Cursory comparisons between inter-rater agreement and internal consistency estimates suggest that
the raters appeared more consistent with themselves than one another in defining time windows in the
Recently condition. In other words, the process experts are likely to be more consistent to themselves
than to one another in defining the time windows in the Recently condition.
Reviews of the time windows and discussions with raters (i.e., process experts) suggested that
defining the start time of the windows for judging parameter behaviours may be based on many
considerations such as the following:
•
•
•

•

•

start time at the beginning of the scenario (or scenario period) when scenario events do not
directly affect the parameters
start time at the last important event even though the scenario event does directly affect the
parameters
start time at the beginning (antecedent) of an relevant event because experts judge that
knowledge about parameter behaviours from time before the event to the time of freeze is
critical
start time at the end (consequence) of an relevant event because experts judge that
knowledge about parameter behaviours from the time after the event to the time of freeze is
critical
start time at “a few minutes” before the freeze because experts define “recently” based on
their unique operational experience with other control room operators

In the debriefing discussions, the process experts often emphasized the importance of scenario
characteristics in defining “recently”. It appeared that experts relied on their mental models of the
scenario more than inspecting the trend graphs in defining “recently”.
During data collection of this study, a question from both Raters A and C, who prepared part of the
experiment where the source data was drawn, exemplified their reliance on knowledge about the
simulator and scenarios. Specifically, Raters A and C identified that the trend graph for one parameter
appeared to be inconsistent with the scenario development. The process experts quickly resolved their
own question by realizing that a unique event in the scenario prevented the sensor from accurately
measuring the values of that parameter. The concern raised and ultimately resolved by Raters A and
C themselves highlighted the level of expertise and judgment involved in assessing parameter
behaviours even in judging parameter behaviours from graphs.
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4.2.2

Intra-rater consistency

The collected data permitted three imprecise estimations of intra-rater consistency. The data collection
environment and procedures were not intentionally designed to provide such estimates, potentially
leading to confounding factors in the results. Nevertheless, the intra-rater consistency estimates could
provide insights on future research directions.
As presented in the section above, two indicators of intra-rater consistency are derived from the
comparison of time windows defined in the treatment level of Recently between the 3AFC with the
4AFC response alternative conditions. First, the intra-class correlations demonstrate moderate level of
internal consistency (i.e., 0.4 < ICC(3,1) < .6). Second, based on the distributions of differences
between the self-defined time windows across two experimental conditions, raters defined almost
identical time windows in the 3AFC as in the 4AFC conditions for 70% of the queries (Table 3). The
raters appeared reasonably consistent in defining "recently" across the two response alternative
conditions.
The third indicator of rater consistency was the degree of agreement for data collected from the same
raters between this study and a prior reliability study [5] in the treatment combination of 3AFC
response alternative and Recently time window. In the prior reliability study, Rater A and B answered
the same Process Overview queries in real time during data collection of a full-scope simulator study;
whereas, Rater C answered the Process Overview queries in the same office of this experiment based
on trend graphs after the full-scope simulator experiment. Despite different data collection procedures
and environment between the two studies, the raters demonstrated "moderate" agreement (see
Appendix C for interpretation) with themselves (Table 4). Furthermore, the differences between κ's of
the raters were negligible (Figure 9).
Table 4: Intra-rater agreement between two reliability studies.

Rater

Intra-rater agreement
κ

σκ

A

.543

.049

B

.572

.048

C

.604

.050

Figure 9: Intra-rater consistency across two reliability studies in Recently time windows and 3FAC response
alternative treatment conditions.
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In summary, the preliminary evidence indicates reasonably consistent judgment within process experts
in answering Process Overview queries.
4.2.3

Preference of process experts

All three process experts indicated that the two proposed modifications to the Process Overview
Measure were useful. They find that the Event-based time windows reduced ambiguities. Furthermore,
they believed that recalling major events in the scenarios was acceptable when the participants would
not have access to the trend graphs to respond to Process Overview queries during data collection.
Their opinions on the treatment of time windows converged with the quantitative results.
For the treatment of response alternatives, the process experts believed that the extra option in the
4AFC condition could improve diagnositicity of operator monitoring performance (i.e., Process
Overview). One process expert mentioned that description of the new response alternative should be
revised slightly. "Fluctuating around the same point" gave the impression of parameters moving above
and below a value. However, some fluctuations would be better described as varying above and below
some values. Therefore, a better description could be "fluctuating near a point". Although expert
opinions and the rationale for including the additional response alternative were consistent, the overall
statistical results indicated that the experts implicitly disagreed on what defines fluctuations (see
Figure 8).

5.

DISCUSSION

5.1

Proposed modifications to the Process Overview Measure

This study intended to evaluate the effectiveness of (i) predefining time windows in the queries with
events in the scenarios, and (ii) introducing a new response alternative to include parameter
fluctuations to improve inter-rater agreement of the Process Overview Measure.
The results indicate that predefined time windows using scenario events (i.e., Event-based/Predefined
time windows) improve agreement between process experts over undefined time windows (i.e.,
Recently/Undefined). During debriefing, the process experts/participants also approved of the
modification. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis. Therefore, Process Overview queries
should include a scenario event as the start time for eliciting operator awareness of parameter
behaviours during simulator freezes.
Process Overview [4, 5] provides the conceptual basis for proposing the use of scenario events as a
method to specify or anchor time periods in queries. Defining time periods according to key events in
scenarios is operationally and psychologically consistent with the information processing behaviour of
process operators according to field observations (e.g., [12]). Though employing absolute time scales
(e.g., minutes) appears to provide an objective solution, operators often psychologically experience
time from an operational perspective. In summary, the observed improvement in inter-rater agreement
using scenario events to define time windows is justified both conceptually and empirically.
The exploratory analysis further illuminates the main results of this study and Process Overview (the
concept). The process experts tend to define "recently" or time windows relatively consistently across
two experimental conditions (i.e., 3AFC vs. 4AFC) but disagree with each other considerably,
confirming that undefined time windows are indeed one factor challenging inter-rater agreement. The
exploratory analysis further indicates that perception of parameter behaviours during monitoring
involves substantial information processing and expertise. The exploratory analysis confirms that
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process experts do consider many contextual factors in determining parameter behaviours from trend
graphs (e.g., scenario descriptions) even situated outside the control room environment. The number
10
of (at least seemingly ) legitimate considerations for defining "Recently" exemplifies such complex
and implicit processing.
The results indicate that the additional response option of fluctuations (in the 4AFC conditions) hinders
agreement between process experts over the original response alternative set (i.e., 3AFC). However,
during debriefing, the process experts advocate the new response option as meaningful for
monitoring. In brief, the quantitative results contradict the hypothesis and expert opinions.
According to debriefing discussions in this study (and personal communication prior to the study), the
process experts agree on the conceptual usefulness of knowing fluctuations for various parameters.
However, the empirical results suggest that the process experts appear to disagree, at least implicitly,
on the criteria that define fluctuations. The lack of agreement on the defining characteristics of
fluctuations may be a result of the inherent fuzziness related to the behavioural category. Fluctuations
include increasing and decreasing values that indicate no practical changes on average. In other
words, underlying characteristics of fluctuations may rely on all three of the other behavioural
categories. The conceptual distinctness of fluctuating parameters in the mind of process experts is
difficult to transfer onto a measurement scale in a manner that improves reliability and diagnosticity.
The exploratory analysis suggests that the process experts can answer Process Overview queries
fairly consistently across different data collection settings (e.g., real time vs. post experiment). The
extensive reliance on knowledge about the simulator/nuclear power plant and scenarios may have
minimized the significance of the data collection environment. Though data were not collected with
sufficient control for studying the impact of data collection environment in answering Process Overview
queries, there are indications that post-experiment scoring with process experts is an acceptable
alternative when real-time scoring becomes unfeasible.

5.2

Implication: Modification to the Process Overview Measure

The empirical results indicate that inter-rater agreement of the Process Overview Measure could
improve by specifying an important process event in the scenario (or scenario period) as the starting
time for judging parameter behaviours of Process Overview queries (i.e., the Event-based/Predefined
time window treatment level). Therefore, future implementation of the Process Overview Measure
should predefine time windows using scenario events in the queries (Figure 10).

Process Overview query:
Since event X (e.g., telephone call from field operators) until now, parameter [code] (e.g., condenser
pressure) has:

Process Overview response alternatives:
(i) decreased

(ii) stayed the same

(iii) increased

Figure 10: Recommended version of query structure and response set for the Process Overview Measure.

10

In many cases, it is not feasible to assess the correctness of subject matter experts.
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Predefining time windows in queries is an additional step to the procedure of the Process Overview
Measure. While developing scenarios for experiments or training sessions, process experts not only
need to identify parameters but also construct or select scenario events to develop Process Overview
queries. The scenario events should have two qualities. First, the events should be salient and central
to the scenarios (or scenario periods) because the detection of the events should not become part of
the assessment. In other words, all operators should be aware of the events. Examples include alarms
of major systems, scram of the simulated NPP and telephones calls from field operators about
equipment failures. Second, the events should be robust or independent to operator control actions
because queries would become inapplicable in cases where operators prevent the intended events
from occurring during the scenarios. When the intended events predefining the time windows do not
occur, the queries and responses could lead to invalid measurements of Process Overview.
In addition the procedural changes to the developing Process Overview queries, process displays in
the observation gallery and the data logging systems for the simulator should be updated to store and
present the scenario events, respectively. The updated process displays could support process
experts in judging parameter behaviours and the logging system could offer the possibility of postexperiment/data collection scoring by process experts.

5.3

Limitation

The method of this study aimed to facilitate the kinds of information processing and judgment similar to
those necessary in answering Process Overview queries during data collection of full-scope simulator
experiments. The exploratory data analysis demonstrates evidence of success in eliciting such
complex information processing in this study. Thus, the effects of the experimental manipulations
revealed in this study are expected to generalize to implementations of the Process Overview
Measure for full scope simulator studies.
Both the method and data analysis, however, could not ensure that the findings are completely based
on process experts or participants being consistently engaged in the same information processing or
cognitive activities as in full-scope simulator environment. Relying on trend graphs and paper records
to simulate parameter behaviours in dynamic situations for answering Process Overview queries could
be challenging even for process experts. Thus, the process experts could be tempted to convert the
experimental task, which should involve a mix of visual inspection of parameter trends and mental
simulation of the contexts, into a graphical judgment task. The Event-based/Predefined condition
appears particularly prone to the temptation of simplifying the experimental task. The exploratory data
analysis does not indicate that the process experts have merely performed a graphical judgment task,
but modification of the Process Overview Measure requires validation in full-scope simulator
experiments.

5.4

Future work

Future work is necessary to validate the recommended modification of the Process Overview Measure
in a representative operational environment. Inter-rater reliability studies that employ representative
operational settings and multiple process experts involved in experiment preparation could validate the
success of the modified Process Overview Measure. Furthermore, the feasibility of identifying events
during scenario development that set the time windows for judging parameter behaviours is unknown
until the modified Process Overview Measure is tried in a full-scope simulator experiments. Qualitative
data from control room operators serving as participants in the full-scope simulator experiments should
also be collected for further assessment of the modified Process Overview Measure.
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Future work may investigate operator conceptualization of “fluctuation” in details. The empirical
evidence suggests that the definition or concept of fluctuation is complex in operational settings. To
successfully operationalize the idea of fluctuation, qualitative research appears necessary to fully
understand the defining characteristics of fluctuating parameters and the operational utility of knowing
such fluctuations.

6.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to improve an assessment tool for operator monitoring performance the Process Overview Measure. The empirical study investigated two proposals: (i) predefining time
windows in the query with scenario events, and (ii) adding the “fluctuating around the same point” as a
category of parameter behaviours in the response set. The experiment indicates that predefining timewindows with scenarios events could improve agreement between process experts; whereas adding
the “fluctuating around the same point” as a response alternative could hinder agreement (relatively to
the version of the Process Overview Measure prior to this study). Therefore, the Process Overview
Measure now requires process experts to specify events to be the starting times for judging parameter
behaviours when they identify relevant process parameters for the queries during scenario
development.
The improved inter-rater agreement between process experts for the new Process Overview Measure
should reduce noise in Process Overview measurements, thereby providing more sensitive and
reliable indicator of operator monitoring performance. Therefore, the improvement of the Process
Overview Measure should contribute to the assessment of operator performance and control room
support in monitoring NPPs.

7.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTION
Introduction
The aim of this study is to assess inter-rater reliability of different modifications to the Process
Overview Measure. The experimental task requires inspecting graphs of various parameters and
responding to multiple-choice questions about the changes of those parameters.

A typical graph looks like the following:

End of Period 1

Beginning of Period 2
(End of Period 1)

End of Period 2

You will see one line for the first scenario period and two lines for the second scenario period at the
ends of each graph. These lines define the scenario periods.
The following two types of questions are administered:
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Type 1:

I den senaste tiden har summa drivdonsprocent 221KW700 (i %):

Type 2:

Från sista gången den automatiska agenten stoppade i den här perioden tills nu, har HC-flödet
211KW032:

When the question begins with “I den senaste tiden”, the graph looks like the following:

You should first click on the yellow bar/box and increase the width of the box (by dragging) to the point
that covers the portion of the graph that you find meaningful to make your judgment about the change
for that parameter (like below).
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There are many factors in defining a “recent” time period that are meaningful to answer the question.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of considerations:
•

Scenario characteristics/descriptions
o
Process faults
o
Process events

•
•
•
•

Operator actions (or lack thereof) according to OPAS
Automation actions
Alarms
Parameters characteristics

Avoid defining the “recent” period solely by visual inspection of the graphs. It is important that the time
period concerning “recently” is operationally meaningful to you.
When the question begins with a scenario event (e.g., “Från sista gången den automatiska agenten
stoppade i den här perioden tills nu”), you should see an extra line on the graph that signifies the
event specified in the question. For these questions, make the judgment about the parameter change
between the time of the event to the end of the scenario period (as depicted by the two lines and
highlighted yellow).

Scenario Event
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There are two sets of multiple-choice responses to the questions (which should be self-explanatory).

(1) minskat (2) varit konstant (3) ökat

(1) minskat (2) varit konstant (3) varierat kring samma punkt (4) ökat

Like defining recently, there are many factors to detecting meaningful parameter changes. In making
your judgment, the following is a non-exhaustive list of considerations:
•

Scenario characteristics/descriptions
o
Process faults
o
Process events

•
•
•
•

Operator actions (or lack thereof) according to OPAS
Automation actions
Alarms
Parameters characteristics (e.g., typical noise for the sensor)

Be aware of the scale (y-axis). If necessary, ask for the experimenter to rescale the graph for you.
Avoid judging the changes sole by visual inspection of the graph. It is important that the parameter
change is operationally meaningful to know (rather than visually detectable). Note that this applies to
the differences between the choice of ”varit knostant” and “varierat kring samma punkt”. If the
fluctuation is very small without any operational significance or value, it is more meaningful to respond
“varit konstant”. However, if the knowledge about the fluctuation is valuable for the operation, then
“varierat kring samma punkt” is more meaningful and appropriate.
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APPENDIX B: DEBRIEFING GUIDE
Agenda
1. Thank participants
2. Semi-structured interview
3. Ask participants for any other feedback and questions.
4. Inform participants to contact experimenter/HRP for any further requests/concerns.

Time Windows
Which type of query you rather have: with or without events?
Why?
Extra questions if necessary:
What do you think of the event probe in specifying a time window?
Does it help your definition of the queries or hinder your flexibility in judgment?
Do you have some examples where the event probe help and hinder you?
How do you think of time while operating nuclear power plants?

Response Alternatives
Which type of response options do you rather have: the 3AFC or 4AFC?
Why?
Extra questions if necessary:
What do you think of the additional response option for judging parameter changes?
Do you have cases where the additional or the lack of the option makes it difficult or confusing to
answer the query?
Is the response set complete for operating nuclear power plant?
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APPENDIX C: DESCRIPTION OF COHEN’S KAPPA
The Cohen’s Kappa, κ, [11, 16, 17] is applied to assess the agreement between raters on a nominal
scale. Equation 1 and 2 express κ and its standard error, σκ, respectively.

po − pc f o − f c
,
=
N − fc
1 − pc
f o (N − f o )
po (1 − po )
,
σκ =
2 =
N(N − f c) 2
N(1 − p c )

κ=

[1]
[2]

where (for both Equation 1 and 2) po=proportion of units agreed; fo= frequency of units agreed;
pc=proportion of units agreed expected by chance; fc=frequency of units agreed expected by chance;
N denotes total sample size.
κ ranges from -1 to 1, for which the lower bound expresses complete disagreement and upper bound
express complete agreement. The statistic is similar to basic correlation statistics except that κ is
adjusted for the agreement by chance.
Cohen also provides Equation 3 for significance testing between two κ’s :

z=

κ1 − κ 2
σκ2 + σκ2
1

[3]
2

Table 5 presents the commonly accepted interpretation of κ [11] (also see e.g., [24, 25]). For tasks in
complex environments involving substantial judgment (e.g., medical diagnosis), κ's above 0.4 is
acceptable and generally do not exceed 0.7.
Table 5: Commonly accepted interpretation of Cohen's Kappa.

Kappa coefficient

Strength of agreement

κ≤0

Poor

0 < κ ≤ .2

Slight

.2 < κ ≤ .4

Fair

.4 < κ ≤ .6

Moderate

.6 < κ ≤ .8

Substantial

.8 < κ ≤ 1

Almost perfect
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APPENDIX D: KAPPA ANALYSIS WITH ALTERNATIVE DATA AGGREGATION
PROCEDURE
Table 6 and Figure 11 summarize the results in terms of κ calculated per experimental conditions
(see Appendix C for a formula for calculating κ statistics).

11

Table 6: Cohen's Kappa calculated per experimental conditions.

AB

AC

BC

κ

σκ

κ

σκ

κ

σκ

Recently & 3AFC

0.497

0.050

0.467

0.052

0.308

0.056

Recently & 4AFC

0.404

0.046

0.429

0.045

0.231

0.048

Event & 3AFC

0.780

0.035

0.541

0.048

0.424

0.048

Event & 4AFC

0.610

0.041

0.431

0.045

0.408

0.044

Figure 11: Plot of kappa calculated per experimental conditions.

To varying degrees, the rater-pairs demonstrated similar treatment effects - higher agreement with
Event-based time windows and 3AFC response alternatives than Recently time windows and 4AFC
response alternatives, respectively. Given the general consistency between raters, κ’s were calculated
neglecting rater-pairs and interactions to examine main effects only.

Note that the data aggregation and confidence intervals for Cohen’s κ have different properties from some
other scales (e.g., response time). The data aggregation and variance calculation follow Cohen’s formula in
Appendix C as opposed to the standard mean and variance formula for ANOVAs. The data aggregation and
variance calculation are intended for pair-wise comparisons using the Z-test (see Appendix C). For this reason,
the means and confidence intervals are plotted for statistical inferences, even though the data set is treated as
repeated-measures/RBF design. Typically, graphical plots of means and confidence intervals for measurements
other than κ does not lead to correct statistical inferences for repeated-measures design because the confidence
intervals does not appropriately account for within-subject variance.
11
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Following the Holm’s family-wise error-rate adjustment for multiple comparisons [20], Cohen’s
significance testing procedure (i.e., Equation 3 in Appendix C) indicates both main effects to be
significaist. Specifically, the Event-based/Predefined (κ=0.553, σκ=0.017) lead to significantly higher
agreement between raters than Recently/Undefined (κ=0.423, σκ=0.019) time window (Z=5.00, p=.00);
and the 4AFC (κ=0.421, σκ=0.019) lead to significantly lower agreement between raters than 3AFC
(κ=0.507, σκ=0.020) response alternative (Z=3.16, p=.00). Figure 12 and Figure 13 illustrates the main
effects of time windows and response alternatives, respectively.

Figure 12: Plot of aggregated Cohen's Kappa for the main effect of Time Window.

Figure 13: Plot of aggregated Cohen's Kappa for the main effect of Response Alternative.

In summary, the analysis with κ’s led to two findings: (i) the Event-based improves reliability over
Recently time windows (consistent with hypothesis), and (ii) 4AFC hinder reliability compared to 3AFC
response alternatives (in contradiction with hypothesis).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As the operation of nuclear power plants (NPPs) becomes increasing knowledge-based (e.g., see [1]),
the notion of Situation Awareness (SA), along with situation assessment, becomes increasingly useful
for describing and discussing operator work [2]. However, the application of SA in nuclear process
control faces two fundamental challenges. First, SA is poorly defined or, at least, suffers from the lack
of a unanimous definition or model as the ambitious scope of the notion aims to cover a vast variety of
cognitive work across multiple domains. Second, compounding the lack of consensus about the
notion, there is little SA research specific to nuclear process control (or process control in general),
especially by comparison to other domains such as aviation [3]. Consequently, the nuclear domain
cannot fully capitalize on the SA notion. The OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) is addressing the
challenges in the application of SA by developing domain-specific characterizations and measures. [4]
conceptualizes SA in nuclear process control as consisting of three components – Process Overview,
Scenario
Understanding,
and
Metacognitive
Accuracy.
These
components
reflect
awareness/knowledge acquired through monitoring, diagnosis and self-assessment activities,
respectively. [4] further presents measures corresponding to the three SA components. HRP
continues to advance SA research in nuclear process control with further development of Process
Overview. [5] develops Process Overview by extending the descriptions of the interactions between
domain characteristics and monitoring behaviours, and assesses the Process Overview Measure by
conducting three empirical studies.
Improving the Process Overview Measure could lead to more accurate and reliable indicator of
monitoring performance that would yield better evaluation of control room designs to support
operators. This report continues the development of the Process Overview Measure. Specifically, it
documents an empirical study evaluating two methodological modifications to the Process Overview
Measure as guided by the empirical findings in [5]. The report begins with a review of the Process
Overview Measure followed by the experimental method, analysis and results, and discussion of the
empirical findings.

2.

THE PROCESS OVERVIEW MEASURE

The Process Overview Measure is a domain-specific SA measure that aims to assess operator
knowledge/awareness acquired through monitoring. It is developed in accordance with Process
Overview – a domain-specific characterization of SA and adapts the Situation Awareness Control
Room Inventory (SACRI) [6, 7] and Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) [8,
9]. This chapter describes the Process Overview Measure, reviews the current research on the
measure, and identifies corollary issues that ultimately lead to the empirical study presented in the
subsequent chapters. (Refer to [5] for the full formulation of the Process Overview concept and
measure.)

2.1

Description

The Process Overview Measure operationalizes Process Overview as the accurate detection of
meaningful changes in relevant process parameters. Process parameters are relevant when they
effectively represent the operating contexts (e.g., shutdown) and reveal potential process anomalies.
Parameter changes are meaningful when they represent the systematic trends as opposed to
(uninformative) fluctuations.
The Process Overview Measure involves three phases: preparation, data collection and scoring.
During the preparation phase of full-scope simulator experiment or evaluation session, process
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experts are instructed to perform three inter-connected tasks – development/review of scenarios,
selection of relevant parameters, and identification of simulator-freeze points for query administration.
These tasks are described in the following paragraphs.
Process experts are typically responsible for developing test scenarios with the characteristics that are
useful for the purpose of the study (see [10] for a discussion.) For instance, to evaluate an alarm
system for monitoring, the test scenarios must contain process events or faults leading to alarms. The
Process Overview Measure does not prescribe any guidance for developing scenarios because the
dominant consideration should be the purpose of the empirical study. However, the Process Overview
Measure does rely on process experts to develop representative test cases that are relevant to
experimental topics and sufficiently challenging to operators.
After the development of the scenarios, process experts select process parameters according to the
scenario characteristics. Relying on their knowledge in developing the scenarios, process experts
should select a set of relevant process parameters that represents the operating context and process
events (including faults) in the scenario. In other words, the operators/participants successfully
completing the scenarios are expected to know the behaviours of these parameters while monitoring
the process. The awareness of these parameter behaviours is elicited through administrations of
queries in the form as specified in Figure 1. For empirical studies where process experts do not
develop test scenarios but still implement the Process Overview Measure, they must review the
scenarios carefully.

Process Overview Query Structure:
Recently, the parameter [code] has:
Process Overview Response Alternatives:
Increased/Stayed the same/Decreased
Figure 1: Query and response format of the Process Overview Measure.

Relevant parameters can typically be classified as (i) context-sensitive or (ii) fault-sensitive according
to Process Overview [5]. Context-sensitive parameters reflect the overall plant states based on the
operating contexts given to the operators at the beginning of the scenarios. For instance, during startup at a certain power level, operators often sample a set of key parameters periodically to determine
the general progress. The cuing effects for context-sensitive queries should be negligible as these
parameters are emphasized during their professional training and work practice. Fault-sensitive
parameters reveal the process faults introduced by the scenarios. Therefore, fault-sensitive
parameters require close observation. Hence, operators may not sample these fault-dependent
parameters during normal operations. Thus, fault-sensitive queries may be subject to cuing effects,
prompting consideration of the method by which these queries are introduced (see below). Note that
the two classes of parameters could overlap.
Process experts also select timing of simulator freezes in the scenarios to administer queries about
the relevant parameters. The timing of these freezes (i.e., administration of the queries) should be
determined according to selection of process parameters and scenario characteristics. Some contextsensitive parameters become relevant or irrelevant as the scenarios progress. Context-sensitive
queries that are relevant for the entire scenarios may be administered at random times. Fault-sensitive
queries often require strategic timing of freezes because the queries need to coincide with the
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1

introduction of the faults without resulting in cuing effects . Two general methods are available to
counteract cuing effects of administering fault-sensitive queries. The first method relies on the
strategic timing of alarms that occur immediately after the freeze to nullify cuing across participants.
The second method relies on administering the queries at the end of the scenarios when the cues
from the queries cannot influence operator performance. Either or both method may be employed in
any implementation of the Process Overview Measure.
The three tasks performed by process experts in preparation for an experiment - scenario
development/review, parameter selection, and freeze identification – are inter-connected and not
necessary sequential. For instance, the scenarios may be re-designed to provide effective strategic
timing of freezes that can nullify cuing effects. Flexibility across those three tasks should be leveraged
to optimise the quality of the SA measurements with respect to the purpose of the empirical studies.
During data collection (i.e., while operators/participants are running the test scenarios), the simulator
should freeze according to the timings specified by the process experts during data preparation phase.
During simulator freezes, the participants answer the corresponding set of queries without any access
to process displays. From here onwards, the participant answers are labelled as “responses”. At the
same time, the process experts supporting the data collection answer the queries with access to all
the process displays. From here onwards, the process expert answers are labelled as “reference
keys”. In addition to collecting the responses and reference keys to the queries, the simulator should
log the parameters throughout the scenario for potential verification needs after the experiment.
After the data collection, final scores are the proportion correct (or matches) between the responses
and reference keys (collected from the participants and process experts, respectively). These scores
may then be analyzed statistically.

2.2

Current research and corollary issues

2.2.1

Empirical Findings on the Process Overview Measure
2

Current research indicates that the Process Overview Measure is sensitive to experimental
manipulations [5]. In a Haden Man-Machine LABoratory (HAMMLAB) experiment, Process Overview
Measure illustrates the relative advantage between three display types for monitoring NPPs under
different operating situations. In another full-scope simulator experiment intended to explore futuristic
operational concepts [5], the Process Overview Measure illustrated the impact of transparent
automation displays with respect to different staffing configurations on operator monitoring
performance. Both experiments also produced other empirical results that corroborated with the
Process Overview findings. In summary, the Process Overview Measure revealed the impact of new
operational concepts or technology on monitoring performance.
Besides sensitivity, the Process Overview Measure demonstrated acceptable inter-rater reliability
between process experts. In an empirical study comparing the references keys between three process
experts [5], the Process Overview Measure exhibited "fair" to "substantial" agreement (i.e., Kappa
between 0.4-0.6), which is reasonable for judgment tasks involving complex information processing
(e.g., medical diagnosis as suggested by [11]) as in monitoring NPPs. Note that slightly higher
agreement (i.e., Kappa between 0.7-0.8) would be desirable. Two sources of ambiguity are discovered
1

Cueing effect refers to a shift in participant attention (consciously or unconsciously) due to the appearances or
presence of some environmental stimuli. Typically, this effect is unintended in the experiments.
2
For the purpose of this report, the literature review only focuses on research specific to the Process Overview
Measure. General discussion on SA measurement is widely available in the literature (e.g., [26-28]). The literature
also contains some discussion on SACRI [6, 7] and SAGAT [8, 9] that inspired the development of the Process
Overview Measure.
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from discussion with operators and process experts (who provided the responses and reference keys
in the empirical studies) during the debriefing sessions. First, the term "Recently" in the Process
Overview queries is deemed ambiguous as operators can think of multiple events during the scenario
that can be considered important for defining the relevant time period to judge parameter changes.
Second, some parameters fluctuate up and down during the scenarios, which are not interpreted as
strictly increasing, staying the same or decreasing. These comments prompt a search for
methodological improvements in the Process Overview Measure.
2.2.2

Methodological Development

The qualitative and quantitative results from the empirical studies [5] direct research focus towards
specifying (i) a clear time reference in the queries, and (ii) comprehensive categories of parameter
behaviours in the response set.
To provide a clear time reference in the queries, a potential solution is to specify the starting point of a
critical scenario event as the starting time for determining parameter changes as opposed to leaving
the judgment (of time) entirely to the operators. Specifying scenario events is more consistent than a
time (i.e., number of minutes) with Process Overview [4, 5], which indicates that process operators
think in action time, than specifying absolute/clock time in the query [12].
To capture all relevant categories of parameter behaviours, the response set used in [4, 13, 14]
requires augmenting with a “fluctuation” option. While the current response set may be conceptually
complete from the perspective that any parameter changes must fit into one of the three options (i.e.,
decreased, stayed the same, and increased), process operators may think in more categories of
parameter behaviours that offer additional operational utilities in practice. That is, a parameter may
fluctuate abnormally around a value signalling process anomalies. In such cases, even if all operators
and process experts know that a parameter is fluctuating, they must select another option given the
current Process Overview response set. Some may consider the parameter unchanged while others
may judge the parameter to have increased or decreased depending on the exact parameter value at
the time of the simulator freeze.

2.3

Objective of the this study

To assess the merits of specifying scenario events for time references and adding fluctuations to the
response set, we conducted a controlled experiment to compare the inter-rater agreements between
four different variants of the Process Overview Measure.

3.

METHOD

3.1

Experimental Design

Each participant performed 56 trials, comprised of fourteen different cases assigned to four treatment
combinations (14x4). In total, the data set contained 168 trials from three raters (56x3). The three
raters also yielded three combinations of rater-pairs (i.e., Rater A & B, A & C, and B & C) for
calculating agreement between any two experts (also see section 4.1).
A 3x2x2 split-plot factorial (SPF) design was employed with a between-subject factor of rater-pairs
(AB, AC, and BC), and within-subject factors of time window (Recently/Undefined and Eventbased/Predefined) and response alternative (3AFC and 4AFC).
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The treatments were completely crossed and counterbalanced by randomizing presentation order of
cases and treatments with two restrictions. The first restriction was that each treatment combination
occurred only once for each case. The second restriction was that the fourteen different cases were
randomly selected without replacement until all cases were selected.

3.2

Participants

The participants were three male process experts. Besides accessibility, one principal selection criteria
was their familiarity with two previous empirical studies that investigated the Process Overview
Measure. As mentioned in Procedure and experimental task (section 3.4), one experiment employing
the HAMBO full-scope simulator provided the source data generating the parameter trends. The
scenario trials in which participants operated the HAMBO simulator provided the corresponding
operating contexts of those parameter behaviours in this study. The second empirical study
investigated the inter-rater reliability of the Process Overview Measure that also relied on the fullscope simulator study for its source data. All three process experts participated in the two earlier
studies (i.e., Study 2 and 3 in [5]), providing them with the exposure to the simulator, the Process
Overview Measure, and scenarios in full-scope simulator experiment. The exposure to the two related
studies should prepare these process experts (better than others) to mentally simulate the parameter
behaviours with respect to the operating contexts (i.e., scenario descriptions and operator actions
given on papers) when they could not observe the development of the nuclear process in real time
(i.e., during the full scope experiment). However, the selective recruitment process would mean that
“rater” is a fixed as opposed to a random factor (i.e., participant is typically a random factor in both fullscope simulator and inter-reliability studies), limiting the generalization of the results on this particular
3
factor .
The relevant characteristics of each process expert are summarized below:
Rater A was a process expert employed at the HRP (for two years). He worked as a control room
operator in multiple nuclear plants for fifteen years and participated as a process expert to develop of
the HAMBO simulator in late 1990’s. For the experiment where the source data for the graphs was
drawn in this study, he designed all of the scenarios and advised other HRP scientists on the
processes and operations of the physical and simulator plant. He also identified all of the process
parameters for the Process Overview queries. During data collection, Rater A played the role of field
operator and electrician as required by the scenarios and participant interventions. He was also the
designated process expert for completing questionnaires related to participant performance.
Rater B is a recently retired (for around one year) shift supervisor at the nuclear that the HAMBO
simulator replicates. He worked as a control room shift supervisor for 32 years and participated in
about ten HRP studies prior to this study. He was a participant for the pilot trials of the experiment of
the source data, providing additional exposure to the experiment. Furthermore, Rater B acted as the
second expert rater (in addition to Rater A) for investigating inter-rater reliability of the Process
Overview Measure during the data collection of the full-scope simulator experiment.
Rater C was a process expert employed at the HRP for eleven years. He worked as a control room
operator in multiple nuclear plants for fifteen years and participated as a process expert in the
development of the HAMBO simulator. Prior to this study, he had similar responsibility for numerous
HAMMLAB simulator studies. For the experiment where the source data for the graphs was drawn in
3

There is no practical solution to the trade off between selective recruitment and generalizablity. Randomly
recruited process experts would hinder the validity of the test due to lack of knowledge on the experiment to judge
parameter changes. On the other hand, selectively recruited process experts impose some limits on
generalization of the statistical results.
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this study, he developed the scripts that automatically start-up the simulator plant, implemented the
scenarios, co-designed the transparent automation interface and advised other HRP scientists on the
processes and operations of the physical and simulator plant. During data collection, he was the
designated technical support person for simulator operations. For the earlier inter-rater reliability study,
Rater C answered the Process Overview queries after the full-scope simulator experiment (in a set up
similar to the treatment combination of Recently/Undefined and 3AFC treatment combination of this
study). He responded to queries based on descriptions of scenarios and operator actions as well as
parameter trends.

3.3

Experimental manipulations

This experiment included two experimental manipulations – time windows and response alternatives of
the Process Overview Measure queries.
3.3.1

Time windows of Process Overview Measure queries

Time window refers to how Process Overview Measure queries frame the time periods for the
operators to judge the behaviours of process parameters. This experiment included two types of time
windows – (i) Recently/Undefined, and (ii) Event-based/Predefined.
The Recently/Undefined time window (a method employed prior to this study [5]) relied on operators to
decide on the time period by using the term “Recently” for judging parameter behaviours (see Figure
1). The operators were instructed to define the start time of the period at the last meaningful plant
state and the end time at the simulator freeze for the particular parameter/query.
The Event-based/Predefined time window relied on process experts to predefine the time period by
specifying events in the scenarios (during scenario development) for judging parameter behaviours.
The query defined the start time at the occurrence of a specific event in the scenario and end time at
the simulator freeze to be the period for judging parameter behaviours (see Figure 2).

Since event X (e.g., telephone call from field operators) until now, parameter [code] (e.g., condenser
pressure) has:

Figure 2: Process Overview query structure with the Event-based/Predefined time window.

3.3.2

Response alternatives of Process Overview queries

The response alternative refers to the categories of parameter behaviours presented to the operators
for answering the Process Overview queries. This experiment included two sets of response
alternatives – (i) 3 alternative-forced choice (3AFC) and (ii) 4 alternative-forced choice (4AFC).
The 3AFC response set (a method employed prior to this study) included three categories of
parameter behaviours: (i) increased, (ii) stayed the same, and (iii) decreased. The 4AFC response set
included four categories: (i) increased, (ii) stayed the same, (iii) fluctuated around the same point, and
(iv) decreased.
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3.4

Procedure and experimental task

The data collection involved three stages: (i) a 0.5-hour session of introduction and instruction, (ii)
eight 1.25-hour sessions of experimental task, and (iii) a 0.5-hour debriefing session.
3.4.1

Introduction and instruction

During the introduction and instruction session, the experimenter verbally described the intent,
environment and schedule of the data collection for the study. The instruction of the experimental
tasks was delivered in both verbal and written form (Appendix A). The participants were instructed to
answer Process Overview queries by inspecting trend graphs generated from logs of a prior full-scope
simulator study [5, 13, 14] and considering contexts in which the parameter trends were being
developed.
The participants were informed that fourteen cases (i.e., the contexts) were drawn from the prior fullscope simulator study (in which they had participated as process experts). The full-scope simulator
experiment collected data from nine NPP crews operating under eight different scenarios (see [13, 14]
for descriptions). Eight and six scenarios performed by the second last and the last crews,
respectively, made up the fourteen cases in this study. These fourteen cases were selected because
comparisons could be made with the dataset collected from a prior reliability study [5] on the Process
Overview Measure, which relied on the last two crews of the full-scope simulator study.
Because participants were not situated in the context as the parameters changed (i.e., real time during
the full-scope simulator experiment), the instruction explicitly prompted them to consider contextual
information as well as scales of the axes when answering Process Overview queries. The Process
Overview queries were selected by process experts based on scenario analyses to reflect the
expected knowledge from monitoring the nuclear process in those specific scenarios. The explicit
reminder was aimed to encourage participants to rely on their expertise in the nuclear process and
knowledge of the full-scope experiment that would direct monitoring behaviours during the actual
scenario trials. The contextual information was provided on paper through scenario descriptions, task
performance scores and brief descriptions of the operator actions with respect to the fourteen cases.
The experimenter also informed the participant that they could request the trend graphs to be
generated on different scales that deemed appropriate for the parameters in the corresponding
contexts. When they were uncertain about the exact sensor of the parameter code, the participant
could request access to the simulator in “freeze” mode to identify the sensors pertaining to the specific
parameter codes.
After reviewing the instruction, the participants were asked to answer four practice queries
corresponding to the four different experimental conditions as described in the section on
Experimental task below. Before the data collection sessions began, the participants were asked
whether any clarification was necessary.
3.4.2

Experimental task

Data from each participant were collected over eight sessions. Each session took approximately one
and a quarter hour, separated by breaks of at least fifteen minutes to avoid fatigue. Each session
contained seven cases/trials, each of which contained fourteen to eighteen Process Overview
4
queries .

4

The number of Process Overview queries varies across cases/trials due to characteristics of the scenarios for
those cases.
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For the treatment of the time window with the level of Recently/Undefined, the participants were
required to (i) read the query, (ii) review the graph, (iii) explicitly define the time window by shading in
a portion of the graph (with a mouse extending a rectangle; Figure 3), and (iv) select one of the
response alternatives with a mouse).

Self-defined time windows
Figure 3: Defining time windows for the Recently/Undefined time window condition.

For the treatment of the time window with the level of Event-based/Predefined, the participants were
required to (i) read the query, (ii) review the graph (Figure 4), and (iii) select one of the response
alternatives with a mouse. This treatment level did not require operators to shade in any time period
for judgment.

Predefined Scenario
Event
(e.g., Turbine Regulator
System (597AA5_3)
b
li )

Simulator freeze/
End of scenario

Figure 4: Graph for the Event-based/Predefined time window condition.

For the treatment of response alternative, the 3AFC differed from the 4AFC only in that the response
alternative of “fluctuating around the same point” was available for the 4AFC but not the 3 AFC
conditions. The two treatments (i.e., experimental manipulations) consisted of two levels each,
resulting in four different combinations of experimental manipulations.
Well-defined criteria applicable to all Process Overview queries did not exist for identifying time
windows and selecting response alternatives. The participants were explicitly instructed to select a
response to a query that would be most meaningful for classifying the parameter behaviour given the
specific operating context (i.e., the case). For instance, the response alternative of “fluctuating around
the same point” should only be selected if knowledge of the fluctuation offered value to control room
operators in operating the NPPs. Small fluctuations with no operational significance should be
considered noise and therefore classified as “stay the same”.
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3.4.3

Debriefing

After all eight sessions, the data collection ended with a debriefing session to discuss the experimental
manipulations in a semi-structured interview format (Appendix B). The debriefing permitted the
participants to express their preference and potential improvements to the Process Overview
Measure.

3.5

Experimental environment

The data was collected in a large office with two computers, two 30” LCD displays and two 22” LCD
displays. One computer was used to present the graphs in PowerPoint files on one connected 30”
displays and to collect responses of the participants through the Halden Questionnaire Systems [15]
with the other connected to a 30” display. The 22” LCD displays were inactive during the experiments.
The second computer was running the HAMBO simulator in “freeze” mode in the background. It was
accessible by changing the input signal on one of the 30” LCD displays. The second computer was
available in case the participants needed help in recalling the parameter codes with respect to the
sensors. (None of participants asked to use the simulator for recalling parameters.) In addition, the
participants were provided with all the scenario descriptions and task performance scores with brief
descriptions of the operator actions on papers corresponding to the fourteen cases.

3.6

Hypothesis

The two proposed modifications to the Process Overview Measure were expected to improve
consistency between raters. First, specifying a scenario event, at which considerations of the
parameter behaviours should start, could reduce the ambiguities in comparison to the term “recently”.
Second, the 4AFC response set could provide a qualitatively distinct option suitable to the behaviours
of some parameters thereby increasing agreement between raters over the 3AFC response set (when
marginal distribution/chance agreement is factored in).
In addition to hypotheses related to the modifications, the level of agreement between raters could
vary based on empirical the findings of an earlier reliability study [5].

4.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1

Statistical testing

The data analysis involved a two-step statistical procedure (i) calculating Cohen’s Kappa, κ (see [16,
5
17] and Appendix C for a brief review), between raters/participants for each trial , and (ii) performing
significance testing of differences between κ scores between rater pairs using ANOVA and nonparametric tests. (Note that the κ statistics account for the reduced chance agreement with the
increased number of response options.)
The two-step analysis procedure should yield the most accurate results of the collected data. The first
step of calculating κ resulted in statistics of agreement between two raters that accounted for the
marginal distribution (i.e., chance agreements and number of response options). As mentioned, three
The adopted aggregation procedure, calculating κ between raters per trial, is not ideal as calculating κ between
raters per experimental condition most likely produces the best estimates. Furthermore, ANOVA is not the typical
significant testing method for κ’s (see Appendix C). However, aggregation over experimental conditions (as
opposed to trials) limits analysis to graphical inspection and pair-wise comparisons, failing to provide omnibus
tests of the full experimental design. Appendix D documents the analysis of κ’s based on data aggregation per
experimental condition relying on graphical inspection and pair-wise comparisons.
5
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participants led to three rater-pairs and thus three set of κ’s (i.e., Rater A & B, A & C, and B & C). The
total number of κ’s was 168 (3 rater-pairs x 2 levels of time-windows x 2 levels of response alternative
x 14 cases). The second step applied ANOVA on κ’s to perform significance testing on the full
experimental design.
Two Process Overview queries were omitted from data analysis (one in the Recently and 3AFC, and
another in the Recently and 4AFC experimental conditions) because of an error with the two graphs.
As a result, both 3AFC and 4 AFC in the Recently time window condition contained 225 data points as
opposed to 226 data points in the Event-based time window condition.
The κ's were analyzed with ANOVA using Type III/Unique sums of squares with a between-subject
factor of rater-pairs (AB, AC, and BC), and within-subject factors of time window (Recently/Undefined
and Event-based/Predefined) and response alternative (3AFC and 4AFC).
The multivariate normality assumption was not satisfied. Two of the twelve distributions were not
normally distributed. Specifically, the distribution of κ between Rater A and B in the condition of Eventbased time window and 4AFC response alternative was negatively skewed; whereas, the distribution
of κ between Rater B and C in the condition of Recently time window and 3AFC response alternative
was positively skewed. Though generally robust to violations of the normality assumption, ANOVA
results would not be particularly robust to distributions heterogeneous in form [18]. Levene’s test
indicated homogeneity of variance, but there was a slight positive correlation between means and
standard deviations for the between factors of rater-pairs that could threaten the robustness of the
ANOVA results [19]. The sphericity assumption was inherently satisfied as all within-subject
treatments only consisted of two levels. From the perspective of the entire data set, the
aforementioned characteristics of the raw data were not “gross” violations of ANOVA assumptions.
Therefore, the ANOVA results on κ statistics are presented. To be cautious, non-parametric tests [2022] were employed to verify the subset of the experimental design only containing the significant
ANOVA results.
The ANOVA on κ (Table 1) revealed: (a) between-subject main effect of rater-pairs (F(2,39)=7.85,
2
p=0.00, η =.29, Figure 5); (b) within-subject main effect of time window (F(1,39)=26.29, p=0.00,
2
η =.40, Figure 6); (c) within-subject main effect of response alternative (F(1,39)=12.04, p=0.00,
2
η =.25, Figure 8); and (d) interaction effect of rater-pairs and time window (F(2,39)=3.23, p=0.05,
2
η =.14, Figure 7).
Table 1: ANOVA of Kappa

Fixed, Between Effect
Rater-pair
Error
Fixed, Within Effects
Time Window
Time Window*Rater-pair
Error
Response Alternative
Response Alternative*Rater-pair
Error
Time*Window*Response Alternative
Time*Window*Response Alternative*
Rater-pair
Error

SS

Df

MS

F

p

η

1.4823
3.6841

2
39

0.7412
0.0945

7.8459

0.00

0.29

0.8714
0.2140
1.2926
0.2714
0.0853
0.8121
0.0101
0.0301

1
2
39
1
2
39
1
2

0.8714
0.1070
0.0331
0.2714
0.0426
0.0208
0.0101
0.0151

26.2923
3.2280

0.00
0.05

0.40
0.14

13.0350
2.0479

0.00
0.14

0.25
0.10

0.3821
0.5690

0.54
0.57

0.01
0.03

1.0321

39

0.0265

2

A series of four non-parametric tests, following the Holm’s adjustment procedure of family-wise error
rate [20], was performed to verify the significant ANOVA effects. The series of non-parametric tests
confirmed all significant ANOVA effects:
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• a non-parametric, Kruskal-Wallis One-way ANOVA for the main (between-subject) effect of raterpair (H(2, N=168)=27.86, p=.00);
• a non-parametric, Wilcoxon Matched Pairs test for the main (within-subject) effect of time window
6
(Z=4.93, N=84, p=.00, ES=.54) ;
• a non-parametric, Kruskal-Wallis One-way ANOVA of rater-pair on the difference scores between
7
Recently and Event-based conditions for the interaction effect of rater-pair and time window (H(2,
N=84)=7.74, p=.02); and
• a non-parametric, Wilcoxon Matched Pairs test) for the main (within-subject) effect of response
alternative (Z=3.08, N=84, p=.00, ES=.34).

Figure 5: Rater-pair effect on Kappa.

Figure 5 illustrates that raters could bring unique influence in judging parameter changes as
discovered in a prior reliability study on the Process Overview Measure [5]. In the prior study, the
agreement was highest between raters most involved in the preparation of full-scope simulator study
from where the source data was drawn (i.e., Rater A and C). In contrast, the highest agreement in this
study was between Rater A and Rater B, who was less exposed to the full-scope simulator experiment
than Rater A and C. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction effect between rater-pair and time windows that
more precisely describes the influence of raters.

6

ES denotes effect size for the Wilcoxon Matched Pairs test [22].
As a non-parametric procedure was not available to test interaction effects, the difference scores between
Recently and Event-based conditions were calculated, followed by a non-parametric test on rater-pair based on
the difference scores. This method of verifying interaction effects is not a standard non-parametric statistical
procedure found in the literature. The authors adapt some common statistical techniques to verify the ANOVA
effects. This adapted procedure only works for two-way interaction effects in which one of the treatments only has
two levels.

7
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Time Windows

Mean

Std Dev.

95% Lower Bound CI

95% Upper Bound CI

Recently/Undefined

0.376

0.027

0.321

0.432

Event-based/ Predefined

0.520
0.028
0.464
Figure 6: Time window effect on Kappa.

Rater-pairs

Time Windows

Mean

Std Dev.

0.576

95% Lower Bound CI

95% Upper Bound CI

AB

Recently/Undefined

0.446

0.048

0.350

0.543

AB

Event-based/ Predefined

0.681

0.048

0.585

0.778

AC

Recently/Undefined

0.416

0.048

0.320

0.512

AC

Event-based/ Predefined

0.477

0.048

0.380

0.574

BC

Recently/Undefined

0.266

0.048

0.169

0.362

BC

Event-based/ Predefined
0.402
0.048
0.305
Figure 7: Rater-pair and time window effect on Kappa.

0.499

Figure 6 illustrates that Recently time windows produced inferior agreement between raters compared
to the Event-based ones. Figure 7 further illustrates that all pairs of raters appear to benefit with the
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Event-based time windows but to varying degrees. The means of the rater-pairs in the Recently
condition resembled the condition of the prior reliability study more than the Event-based condition.
Furthermore, the agreement between pairs of raters in the Recently condition also more closely
resembled the results of the earlier reliability study than suggested by the main effect of rater-pairs.
Specifically, the difference in agreement between Raters A and B compared to Raters A and C was
negligible while the agreement between Rater B and C was still the lowest. With respect to the
experimental manipulation, Figure 5-Figure 7 illustrates that Event-based time windows could improve
agreement between raters as stated in the hypothesis.

Response Alternative

Mean

Std Dev.

95% Lower Bound CI

95% Upper Bound CI

3AFC

0.488

0.026

0.435

0.541

0.408

0.026

0.355

0.461

4AFC

Figure 8: Response alternative effect on Kappa.

Figure 8 illustrates that 3AFC response alternatives produce superior agreement compared to the
4AFC ones in contradiction with the hypothesis.

4.2

Exploratory data analysis, observations and debriefing

The data collected in this study affords additional exploratory data analyses and some conjectural
results. The exploratory analyses here involve substantial judgment of the analyst or investigate topics
without sufficient experimental control. Although these results must be interpreted with caution, they
shed light on the properties of the Process Overview Measure and may guide future research
directions.
4.2.1

Judgment in Recently/Undefined time window

For the Recently/Undefined time windows, the participants were required to highlight the area of the
trend graphs that defined their windows for judging parameter changes. The analyst coded these data
in two ways: (i) the agreement of time windows between raters (i.e., process experts) on a binary
scale, and (ii) the starting point of the self-defined time window at 0.5-minute precision. The
quantification of these time windows inherently included some subjectivity of the analyst but allowed
for a detailed investigation into the Recently/Undefined time window treatment level. Specifically, these
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two analyses offer a coarse comparison between inter- and intra-rater consistency in defining
Recently/Undefined time windows.
The agreement of the time windows between raters permitted an estimate of inter-rater agreement on
defining “Recently”. The proportion agreement on the time windows in the Recently condition between
raters (Table 2) was rather low, confirming the findings from the statistical testing above. Note that
variation between the starting times as defined by different raters should not strictly be interpreted as
a continuous scale. For instance, a three-minute difference in start time between two raters may have
the same interpretation as a ten-minute difference because both cases suggest that the raters employ
different criteria. For this reason, agreement of the time windows between raters as judged by
experimenter could be more valid than correlation statistics of time window data quantified at 0.5minute precision.
Table 2: Proportion agreement on defining time windows in the Recently treatment level.

Rater-pair

Proportion agreement on Recently time-windows

AB

.24

AC

.45

BC

.12

The start times of the windows as defined by the raters permitted another estimate of inter-rater
agreement on defining “Recently”. Because time data is on a continuous scale, the intra-class
correlations (ICC) statistics [23] are calculated as an estimate of inter-rater agreement on “recently”
8
amongst all three raters. The ICC statistics (ICC(2,1)=.10, ICC(3,1)=.24) are very low, confirming the
low agreement between raters in defining “Recently” in the Process Overview queries.
The start times of the windows also permitted estimates of the internal consistency of the raters
between the 3AFC and 4AFC response alternative in the Recently/Undefined time window condition.
9
For a continuous scale of time data, ICCs are calculated as estimates of internal consistency .
ICC(3,1) for Rater A, B, and C are .51, .41, and .56, respectively. The correlations indicate low to
moderate internal consistency within raters in defining “Recently”.
As mentioned, variation in the starting times should not strictly be interpreted as a continuous scale.
To study internal consistency of the raters further, the distribution of the differences between the selfdefined time windows across the 3AFC and 4AFC conditions are examined under four categories. The
first category was the differences of 0 to 0.5 minute, indicating that the rater defined nearly identical
time windows for the same two instances of the Process Overview queries. The second category was
differences of greater than 0.5 up to 1.5 minutes, indicating that the rater defined practically the same
windows with slight differences most likely due to noise. The third category was differences of greater
than 1.5 up to 2.5 minutes, indicating that the rater might have defined the same or different time
windows (i.e., equivocal or grey areas). The last category was difference of greater than 2.5 minutes,
indicating that the raters had defined different time windows. Based on Table 3, the raters appeared to
be consistent approximately 70% of the time in defining time windows for the same two instances of
the Process Overview queries. Table 3 suggests slightly higher internal consistency within raters than
the ICCs on defining “recently”. Internal consistency of approximately 70% agreement may be
considered adequate for defining “recently”.

8

ICC(2,1) treats raters as a random factor; whereas, ICC(3,1) treats raters as a fixed factor. In other words,
ICC(2,1) is an estimate of reliability independent of the participants/raters recruited for the experiment; whereas
ICC(3,1) is an estimate of reliability the specific raters in this data set.
9
ICC(2,1) is not presented as the internal consistency estimate is only applicable for the particular judge.
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Table 3: Intra-rater difference in starting times of the time windows for the same queries (between 3AFC and 4AFC
response alternative in Recently time window conditions).

Rater A

Rater B

Rater C

Difference between start time of the selfdefined time windows between 3AFC and
4AFC conditions (∆ min)

Freq

Cumulative
%

Freq

Cumulative
%

Freq

Cumulative
%

0-0.5 (no difference)

111

49.33

96

42.67

87

38.67

1-1.5 (slight differences that were likely due to
noise)

46

69.78

61

69.78

65

67.56

1.5-2.5 (differences that might be due to
noise)

14

76.00

30

83.11

19

76.00

>2.5 (significant differences that were unlikely
due to noise)

54

38

Total number of queries

54
225

Cursory comparisons between inter-rater agreement and internal consistency estimates suggest that
the raters appeared more consistent with themselves than one another in defining time windows in the
Recently condition. In other words, the process experts are likely to be more consistent to themselves
than to one another in defining the time windows in the Recently condition.
Reviews of the time windows and discussions with raters (i.e., process experts) suggested that
defining the start time of the windows for judging parameter behaviours may be based on many
considerations such as the following:
•
•
•

•

•

start time at the beginning of the scenario (or scenario period) when scenario events do not
directly affect the parameters
start time at the last important event even though the scenario event does directly affect the
parameters
start time at the beginning (antecedent) of an relevant event because experts judge that
knowledge about parameter behaviours from time before the event to the time of freeze is
critical
start time at the end (consequence) of an relevant event because experts judge that
knowledge about parameter behaviours from the time after the event to the time of freeze is
critical
start time at “a few minutes” before the freeze because experts define “recently” based on
their unique operational experience with other control room operators

In the debriefing discussions, the process experts often emphasized the importance of scenario
characteristics in defining “recently”. It appeared that experts relied on their mental models of the
scenario more than inspecting the trend graphs in defining “recently”.
During data collection of this study, a question from both Raters A and C, who prepared part of the
experiment where the source data was drawn, exemplified their reliance on knowledge about the
simulator and scenarios. Specifically, Raters A and C identified that the trend graph for one parameter
appeared to be inconsistent with the scenario development. The process experts quickly resolved their
own question by realizing that a unique event in the scenario prevented the sensor from accurately
measuring the values of that parameter. The concern raised and ultimately resolved by Raters A and
C themselves highlighted the level of expertise and judgment involved in assessing parameter
behaviours even in judging parameter behaviours from graphs.
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4.2.2

Intra-rater consistency

The collected data permitted three imprecise estimations of intra-rater consistency. The data collection
environment and procedures were not intentionally designed to provide such estimates, potentially
leading to confounding factors in the results. Nevertheless, the intra-rater consistency estimates could
provide insights on future research directions.
As presented in the section above, two indicators of intra-rater consistency are derived from the
comparison of time windows defined in the treatment level of Recently between the 3AFC with the
4AFC response alternative conditions. First, the intra-class correlations demonstrate moderate level of
internal consistency (i.e., 0.4 < ICC(3,1) < .6). Second, based on the distributions of differences
between the self-defined time windows across two experimental conditions, raters defined almost
identical time windows in the 3AFC as in the 4AFC conditions for 70% of the queries (Table 3). The
raters appeared reasonably consistent in defining "recently" across the two response alternative
conditions.
The third indicator of rater consistency was the degree of agreement for data collected from the same
raters between this study and a prior reliability study [5] in the treatment combination of 3AFC
response alternative and Recently time window. In the prior reliability study, Rater A and B answered
the same Process Overview queries in real time during data collection of a full-scope simulator study;
whereas, Rater C answered the Process Overview queries in the same office of this experiment based
on trend graphs after the full-scope simulator experiment. Despite different data collection procedures
and environment between the two studies, the raters demonstrated "moderate" agreement (see
Appendix C for interpretation) with themselves (Table 4). Furthermore, the differences between κ's of
the raters were negligible (Figure 9).
Table 4: Intra-rater agreement between two reliability studies.

Rater

Intra-rater agreement
κ

σκ

A

.543

.049

B

.572

.048

C

.604

.050

Figure 9: Intra-rater consistency across two reliability studies in Recently time windows and 3FAC response
alternative treatment conditions.
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In summary, the preliminary evidence indicates reasonably consistent judgment within process experts
in answering Process Overview queries.
4.2.3

Preference of process experts

All three process experts indicated that the two proposed modifications to the Process Overview
Measure were useful. They find that the Event-based time windows reduced ambiguities. Furthermore,
they believed that recalling major events in the scenarios was acceptable when the participants would
not have access to the trend graphs to respond to Process Overview queries during data collection.
Their opinions on the treatment of time windows converged with the quantitative results.
For the treatment of response alternatives, the process experts believed that the extra option in the
4AFC condition could improve diagnositicity of operator monitoring performance (i.e., Process
Overview). One process expert mentioned that description of the new response alternative should be
revised slightly. "Fluctuating around the same point" gave the impression of parameters moving above
and below a value. However, some fluctuations would be better described as varying above and below
some values. Therefore, a better description could be "fluctuating near a point". Although expert
opinions and the rationale for including the additional response alternative were consistent, the overall
statistical results indicated that the experts implicitly disagreed on what defines fluctuations (see
Figure 8).

5.

DISCUSSION

5.1

Proposed modifications to the Process Overview Measure

This study intended to evaluate the effectiveness of (i) predefining time windows in the queries with
events in the scenarios, and (ii) introducing a new response alternative to include parameter
fluctuations to improve inter-rater agreement of the Process Overview Measure.
The results indicate that predefined time windows using scenario events (i.e., Event-based/Predefined
time windows) improve agreement between process experts over undefined time windows (i.e.,
Recently/Undefined). During debriefing, the process experts/participants also approved of the
modification. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis. Therefore, Process Overview queries
should include a scenario event as the start time for eliciting operator awareness of parameter
behaviours during simulator freezes.
Process Overview [4, 5] provides the conceptual basis for proposing the use of scenario events as a
method to specify or anchor time periods in queries. Defining time periods according to key events in
scenarios is operationally and psychologically consistent with the information processing behaviour of
process operators according to field observations (e.g., [12]). Though employing absolute time scales
(e.g., minutes) appears to provide an objective solution, operators often psychologically experience
time from an operational perspective. In summary, the observed improvement in inter-rater agreement
using scenario events to define time windows is justified both conceptually and empirically.
The exploratory analysis further illuminates the main results of this study and Process Overview (the
concept). The process experts tend to define "recently" or time windows relatively consistently across
two experimental conditions (i.e., 3AFC vs. 4AFC) but disagree with each other considerably,
confirming that undefined time windows are indeed one factor challenging inter-rater agreement. The
exploratory analysis further indicates that perception of parameter behaviours during monitoring
involves substantial information processing and expertise. The exploratory analysis confirms that
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process experts do consider many contextual factors in determining parameter behaviours from trend
graphs (e.g., scenario descriptions) even situated outside the control room environment. The number
10
of (at least seemingly ) legitimate considerations for defining "Recently" exemplifies such complex
and implicit processing.
The results indicate that the additional response option of fluctuations (in the 4AFC conditions) hinders
agreement between process experts over the original response alternative set (i.e., 3AFC). However,
during debriefing, the process experts advocate the new response option as meaningful for
monitoring. In brief, the quantitative results contradict the hypothesis and expert opinions.
According to debriefing discussions in this study (and personal communication prior to the study), the
process experts agree on the conceptual usefulness of knowing fluctuations for various parameters.
However, the empirical results suggest that the process experts appear to disagree, at least implicitly,
on the criteria that define fluctuations. The lack of agreement on the defining characteristics of
fluctuations may be a result of the inherent fuzziness related to the behavioural category. Fluctuations
include increasing and decreasing values that indicate no practical changes on average. In other
words, underlying characteristics of fluctuations may rely on all three of the other behavioural
categories. The conceptual distinctness of fluctuating parameters in the mind of process experts is
difficult to transfer onto a measurement scale in a manner that improves reliability and diagnosticity.
The exploratory analysis suggests that the process experts can answer Process Overview queries
fairly consistently across different data collection settings (e.g., real time vs. post experiment). The
extensive reliance on knowledge about the simulator/nuclear power plant and scenarios may have
minimized the significance of the data collection environment. Though data were not collected with
sufficient control for studying the impact of data collection environment in answering Process Overview
queries, there are indications that post-experiment scoring with process experts is an acceptable
alternative when real-time scoring becomes unfeasible.

5.2

Implication: Modification to the Process Overview Measure

The empirical results indicate that inter-rater agreement of the Process Overview Measure could
improve by specifying an important process event in the scenario (or scenario period) as the starting
time for judging parameter behaviours of Process Overview queries (i.e., the Event-based/Predefined
time window treatment level). Therefore, future implementation of the Process Overview Measure
should predefine time windows using scenario events in the queries (Figure 10).

Process Overview query:
Since event X (e.g., telephone call from field operators) until now, parameter [code] (e.g., condenser
pressure) has:

Process Overview response alternatives:
(i) decreased

(ii) stayed the same

(iii) increased

Figure 10: Recommended version of query structure and response set for the Process Overview Measure.

10

In many cases, it is not feasible to assess the correctness of subject matter experts.
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Predefining time windows in queries is an additional step to the procedure of the Process Overview
Measure. While developing scenarios for experiments or training sessions, process experts not only
need to identify parameters but also construct or select scenario events to develop Process Overview
queries. The scenario events should have two qualities. First, the events should be salient and central
to the scenarios (or scenario periods) because the detection of the events should not become part of
the assessment. In other words, all operators should be aware of the events. Examples include alarms
of major systems, scram of the simulated NPP and telephones calls from field operators about
equipment failures. Second, the events should be robust or independent to operator control actions
because queries would become inapplicable in cases where operators prevent the intended events
from occurring during the scenarios. When the intended events predefining the time windows do not
occur, the queries and responses could lead to invalid measurements of Process Overview.
In addition the procedural changes to the developing Process Overview queries, process displays in
the observation gallery and the data logging systems for the simulator should be updated to store and
present the scenario events, respectively. The updated process displays could support process
experts in judging parameter behaviours and the logging system could offer the possibility of postexperiment/data collection scoring by process experts.

5.3

Limitation

The method of this study aimed to facilitate the kinds of information processing and judgment similar to
those necessary in answering Process Overview queries during data collection of full-scope simulator
experiments. The exploratory data analysis demonstrates evidence of success in eliciting such
complex information processing in this study. Thus, the effects of the experimental manipulations
revealed in this study are expected to generalize to implementations of the Process Overview
Measure for full scope simulator studies.
Both the method and data analysis, however, could not ensure that the findings are completely based
on process experts or participants being consistently engaged in the same information processing or
cognitive activities as in full-scope simulator environment. Relying on trend graphs and paper records
to simulate parameter behaviours in dynamic situations for answering Process Overview queries could
be challenging even for process experts. Thus, the process experts could be tempted to convert the
experimental task, which should involve a mix of visual inspection of parameter trends and mental
simulation of the contexts, into a graphical judgment task. The Event-based/Predefined condition
appears particularly prone to the temptation of simplifying the experimental task. The exploratory data
analysis does not indicate that the process experts have merely performed a graphical judgment task,
but modification of the Process Overview Measure requires validation in full-scope simulator
experiments.

5.4

Future work

Future work is necessary to validate the recommended modification of the Process Overview Measure
in a representative operational environment. Inter-rater reliability studies that employ representative
operational settings and multiple process experts involved in experiment preparation could validate the
success of the modified Process Overview Measure. Furthermore, the feasibility of identifying events
during scenario development that set the time windows for judging parameter behaviours is unknown
until the modified Process Overview Measure is tried in a full-scope simulator experiments. Qualitative
data from control room operators serving as participants in the full-scope simulator experiments should
also be collected for further assessment of the modified Process Overview Measure.
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Future work may investigate operator conceptualization of “fluctuation” in details. The empirical
evidence suggests that the definition or concept of fluctuation is complex in operational settings. To
successfully operationalize the idea of fluctuation, qualitative research appears necessary to fully
understand the defining characteristics of fluctuating parameters and the operational utility of knowing
such fluctuations.

6.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to improve an assessment tool for operator monitoring performance the Process Overview Measure. The empirical study investigated two proposals: (i) predefining time
windows in the query with scenario events, and (ii) adding the “fluctuating around the same point” as a
category of parameter behaviours in the response set. The experiment indicates that predefining timewindows with scenarios events could improve agreement between process experts; whereas adding
the “fluctuating around the same point” as a response alternative could hinder agreement (relatively to
the version of the Process Overview Measure prior to this study). Therefore, the Process Overview
Measure now requires process experts to specify events to be the starting times for judging parameter
behaviours when they identify relevant process parameters for the queries during scenario
development.
The improved inter-rater agreement between process experts for the new Process Overview Measure
should reduce noise in Process Overview measurements, thereby providing more sensitive and
reliable indicator of operator monitoring performance. Therefore, the improvement of the Process
Overview Measure should contribute to the assessment of operator performance and control room
support in monitoring NPPs.

7.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTION
Introduction
The aim of this study is to assess inter-rater reliability of different modifications to the Process
Overview Measure. The experimental task requires inspecting graphs of various parameters and
responding to multiple-choice questions about the changes of those parameters.

A typical graph looks like the following:

End of Period 1

Beginning of Period 2
(End of Period 1)

End of Period 2

You will see one line for the first scenario period and two lines for the second scenario period at the
ends of each graph. These lines define the scenario periods.
The following two types of questions are administered:
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Type 1:

I den senaste tiden har summa drivdonsprocent 221KW700 (i %):

Type 2:

Från sista gången den automatiska agenten stoppade i den här perioden tills nu, har HC-flödet
211KW032:

When the question begins with “I den senaste tiden”, the graph looks like the following:

You should first click on the yellow bar/box and increase the width of the box (by dragging) to the point
that covers the portion of the graph that you find meaningful to make your judgment about the change
for that parameter (like below).
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There are many factors in defining a “recent” time period that are meaningful to answer the question.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of considerations:
•

Scenario characteristics/descriptions
o
Process faults
o
Process events

•
•
•
•

Operator actions (or lack thereof) according to OPAS
Automation actions
Alarms
Parameters characteristics

Avoid defining the “recent” period solely by visual inspection of the graphs. It is important that the time
period concerning “recently” is operationally meaningful to you.
When the question begins with a scenario event (e.g., “Från sista gången den automatiska agenten
stoppade i den här perioden tills nu”), you should see an extra line on the graph that signifies the
event specified in the question. For these questions, make the judgment about the parameter change
between the time of the event to the end of the scenario period (as depicted by the two lines and
highlighted yellow).

Scenario Event
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There are two sets of multiple-choice responses to the questions (which should be self-explanatory).

(1) minskat (2) varit konstant (3) ökat

(1) minskat (2) varit konstant (3) varierat kring samma punkt (4) ökat

Like defining recently, there are many factors to detecting meaningful parameter changes. In making
your judgment, the following is a non-exhaustive list of considerations:
•

Scenario characteristics/descriptions
o
Process faults
o
Process events

•
•
•
•

Operator actions (or lack thereof) according to OPAS
Automation actions
Alarms
Parameters characteristics (e.g., typical noise for the sensor)

Be aware of the scale (y-axis). If necessary, ask for the experimenter to rescale the graph for you.
Avoid judging the changes sole by visual inspection of the graph. It is important that the parameter
change is operationally meaningful to know (rather than visually detectable). Note that this applies to
the differences between the choice of ”varit knostant” and “varierat kring samma punkt”. If the
fluctuation is very small without any operational significance or value, it is more meaningful to respond
“varit konstant”. However, if the knowledge about the fluctuation is valuable for the operation, then
“varierat kring samma punkt” is more meaningful and appropriate.
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APPENDIX B: DEBRIEFING GUIDE
Agenda
1. Thank participants
2. Semi-structured interview
3. Ask participants for any other feedback and questions.
4. Inform participants to contact experimenter/HRP for any further requests/concerns.

Time Windows
Which type of query you rather have: with or without events?
Why?
Extra questions if necessary:
What do you think of the event probe in specifying a time window?
Does it help your definition of the queries or hinder your flexibility in judgment?
Do you have some examples where the event probe help and hinder you?
How do you think of time while operating nuclear power plants?

Response Alternatives
Which type of response options do you rather have: the 3AFC or 4AFC?
Why?
Extra questions if necessary:
What do you think of the additional response option for judging parameter changes?
Do you have cases where the additional or the lack of the option makes it difficult or confusing to
answer the query?
Is the response set complete for operating nuclear power plant?
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APPENDIX C: DESCRIPTION OF COHEN’S KAPPA
The Cohen’s Kappa, κ, [11, 16, 17] is applied to assess the agreement between raters on a nominal
scale. Equation 1 and 2 express κ and its standard error, σκ, respectively.

po − pc f o − f c
,
=
N − fc
1 − pc
f o (N − f o )
po (1 − po )
,
σκ =
2 =
N(N − f c) 2
N(1 − p c )

κ=

[1]
[2]

where (for both Equation 1 and 2) po=proportion of units agreed; fo= frequency of units agreed;
pc=proportion of units agreed expected by chance; fc=frequency of units agreed expected by chance;
N denotes total sample size.
κ ranges from -1 to 1, for which the lower bound expresses complete disagreement and upper bound
express complete agreement. The statistic is similar to basic correlation statistics except that κ is
adjusted for the agreement by chance.
Cohen also provides Equation 3 for significance testing between two κ’s :

z=

κ1 − κ 2
σκ2 + σκ2
1

[3]
2

Table 5 presents the commonly accepted interpretation of κ [11] (also see e.g., [24, 25]). For tasks in
complex environments involving substantial judgment (e.g., medical diagnosis), κ's above 0.4 is
acceptable and generally do not exceed 0.7.
Table 5: Commonly accepted interpretation of Cohen's Kappa.

Kappa coefficient

Strength of agreement

κ≤0

Poor

0 < κ ≤ .2

Slight

.2 < κ ≤ .4

Fair

.4 < κ ≤ .6

Moderate

.6 < κ ≤ .8

Substantial

.8 < κ ≤ 1

Almost perfect
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APPENDIX D: KAPPA ANALYSIS WITH ALTERNATIVE DATA AGGREGATION
PROCEDURE
Table 6 and Figure 11 summarize the results in terms of κ calculated per experimental conditions
(see Appendix C for a formula for calculating κ statistics).

11

Table 6: Cohen's Kappa calculated per experimental conditions.

AB

AC

BC

κ

σκ

κ

σκ

κ

σκ

Recently & 3AFC

0.497

0.050

0.467

0.052

0.308

0.056

Recently & 4AFC

0.404

0.046

0.429

0.045

0.231

0.048

Event & 3AFC

0.780

0.035

0.541

0.048

0.424

0.048

Event & 4AFC

0.610

0.041

0.431

0.045

0.408

0.044

Figure 11: Plot of kappa calculated per experimental conditions.

To varying degrees, the rater-pairs demonstrated similar treatment effects - higher agreement with
Event-based time windows and 3AFC response alternatives than Recently time windows and 4AFC
response alternatives, respectively. Given the general consistency between raters, κ’s were calculated
neglecting rater-pairs and interactions to examine main effects only.

Note that the data aggregation and confidence intervals for Cohen’s κ have different properties from some
other scales (e.g., response time). The data aggregation and variance calculation follow Cohen’s formula in
Appendix C as opposed to the standard mean and variance formula for ANOVAs. The data aggregation and
variance calculation are intended for pair-wise comparisons using the Z-test (see Appendix C). For this reason,
the means and confidence intervals are plotted for statistical inferences, even though the data set is treated as
repeated-measures/RBF design. Typically, graphical plots of means and confidence intervals for measurements
other than κ does not lead to correct statistical inferences for repeated-measures design because the confidence
intervals does not appropriately account for within-subject variance.
11
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Following the Holm’s family-wise error-rate adjustment for multiple comparisons [20], Cohen’s
significance testing procedure (i.e., Equation 3 in Appendix C) indicates both main effects to be
significaist. Specifically, the Event-based/Predefined (κ=0.553, σκ=0.017) lead to significantly higher
agreement between raters than Recently/Undefined (κ=0.423, σκ=0.019) time window (Z=5.00, p=.00);
and the 4AFC (κ=0.421, σκ=0.019) lead to significantly lower agreement between raters than 3AFC
(κ=0.507, σκ=0.020) response alternative (Z=3.16, p=.00). Figure 12 and Figure 13 illustrates the main
effects of time windows and response alternatives, respectively.

Figure 12: Plot of aggregated Cohen's Kappa for the main effect of Time Window.

Figure 13: Plot of aggregated Cohen's Kappa for the main effect of Response Alternative.

In summary, the analysis with κ’s led to two findings: (i) the Event-based improves reliability over
Recently time windows (consistent with hypothesis), and (ii) 4AFC hinder reliability compared to 3AFC
response alternatives (in contradiction with hypothesis).
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